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Holland City News.
YOL. XIV.— NO.

HOLLAND,

33.

To-day, Saturday, Messrs. Jas. Ryder and

LOCAL ITEMS.

The Holland City Hews

and Peter Eoning will open

The

A Weekly Newspaper publiahed

First Ward. Ryder

A bar

Is

a

place where water is scarce

The dram corps were out parading

last

Tuesday evening.

^ BnEfforts
Band

T>£ACH, W. U. OommiuionMerchant, and,

I
Brass

Large

Draft ini Utilelnii.

attend the fair here can secure

made

are being
in this

&

Eoning invite

ing with Gen. Pbli. Sheridan,presiding.

was

It

of the

the Seventeenth

Annual Reunion

Among the other societies

Society.

Grand Rapids were
he Michigan Mexican Veterans, First
Michigan Mechanics and Engineers,

holding meetings at

will be returned free by freight.

all

682.

Burglars gained an entrance into the
Mr. W. W. Burkb, of Galveston, jewelry store of Mr. H. Wykbuizen last] Fourth Michigan Cavalry, and the Nationeek Friday night by removing a lai
Texas, who was formerly employed at
al organizationof the Sons of Veterans.
>ane of glass from the front window sub.|
this port as harbor inspector, visited his
Fully twenty-fivethousand strangers via*
f. Wykhuizen’sstore is located in bis
fiends here last Saturday. Mr. Burke
ited Grand Rapids and were in attendance
ooks well and says that Texas agrees with residence snd himself and wife were

giwrtonj.

dealer in
In Grain,
Qrain, Floor and
and Prodoce. Hichei
e paid for wheat.
market price
wheat. Office in Brl
store,corner Eighth and Fish streets.

a restaurant, siring to

NO.

Power’s Opera Bouse on Tuesday morn-

at

their friends to come and see them.

and danger is near.

JJ

intermediatepoints. Parties de-

all

of the family is usually the pool and billiard hall in the building ticketsfor the round trip for one fare snd
recently occupied by Ed Monteith in the a third. Stock for exhibition at the fair
rise.

atest to

CoaalulOBKirehut.

WHOLE

1885.

19,

flour

every Saturday.

gustos

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

MICH.,

to organize a

city. ^

..

. .

him both physically and financially.

,. .

.^4

.

.

* .

Harry Mercer,

shipped from here daily.

emigration agent

of I that neither of

at the

.

various meetings.

.

. 1 Raalte Post,

...

work!
out about

quietly did the intrudersdo their

quantities of apples are being

’

i

them awoke. Tbeplundei

The

Van

A. C.

.

G. A. R. of this city turned
.

twenty-five strong and went in a

body. The “boys” formed In front of the
Chicago,Milwaukee and St. Paul R. R.,^ secured by them is valued by Mr. Wyk^
store* of Boot & Kramer aud marched to
Some of our young people are endeav- was in Holland this week making arrange huizen at sixty dollars.No clew to the'
e depot keeping step to the tune of "The
ments for an excursion to Dakota and
has as yet been obtained.
T7AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drags, Medi- oring to organize a dramatic society.
Girl I left Behind Me," at renderedby
cines, Paints, Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr. W.
Minnesota on Wednesday, September 23.
Van den Serge’s Family Medicines. River Street.
We have just learned that Mr. A. M. Huff’s Martial Baud. On their arrival
“Cheap John’’ goes to New York for The fare for the round trip to Olivia, MinKanters will giye a premium for the best I they were conducted to head-quarters and
TT7AL8U, HEBER, Druggist and Pharmacist;a the purchaseof new goods. See Special

T'VOESBURG.J.O. Dealer

In Drags and Medicines, Paints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Physicians prescriptionscarefollypot op. Eighth St.

XJ

*

V

v

V

foil

nesota, is only $34.

stock of goods appertaining to the boa-

Notice.

iness.

The
Turnltore.

Tax receipts of

\fEYER, BROUWER & CO., Dealers in all and bound at this
Ivl kinds of Fornltore.Cortains,
Wall Paper
give us a call.

all

yAN

V

W. Bosman, the grounds at such time as the committee | rades and friends,
manufacture. The “boys” may appoint. Tbe premium will consist
Fair Niwi.
uniform for the first time at of a box of amature draughtman’s instru-

will appear in

Jos. Fixter, of Milwaukee, was in

fMTY HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietors.
The only first-lasshotel in the city. Is located in the bosiness center of the town and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the
state. Free bos in connection with the hotel.

Our

town

due

this week to Mr.

-

pears, to Mr. Fred. L. Souter for a basket

iness Interestshere.

of fine

to

Conductor Geo. Hopkins has been

An

Duchess of Oldenburg apples and

Mr. Geo. S. Harrington

for

a

er's

week.

VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale
1

v

Stable;

Ninth Btreet, near Market.

|

Mr. Boone’s business is constantly increas-

Mr. Doesburg’sparents.

ing and his large stock of horses has ne-

Mrs. C. H. Harmon, is yisitlng her
parents at Greenville,Tennessee.She

'DAUELS, VAN PUTTEN

[quartersfor

A CO., Proprietors
of Plugger Mills. Mauufactnrere
of new Prowill be absent about two months.
cess Floor, Near foot of Eighth street.

I

T7AN RAALTE, B„

dealear in Farm implements and machinery. Cor. River and
Ninth Streets.

V

Last Saturday Mrs. J. De Free,
and, one of the

first settlers

of Zee-

in

R. B., Physicianand Surgeon, can be
found in his office in First Ward Drug Store,
on Eighth street.
TT' REMERS, fl...Physicianand Surgeon. ResJA. idence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market St.
Office at the drag store of Kramers A Bangs.. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,and from B to 6 p.m

VATES, O.

E.. Physician and Surgeon. Office
at residence on the corner of River and
Eleventhstreets, formerly occupied by the late Dr.
Ledeboer.

JL

Watehii acd Jewslry.

pREYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and
£> dealer In fancy goods. Corner of Market
and Eighth streets.

TITYKHUYSEN,

H., dealer in Watches,Clocks,
Jewelry and Spectacles,cor. Ninth and Cedar streets.

v?

A

P.

Braam, and

r

A. X.

Dec- *7.

J.

Van Zoeren

The

than a

-

crates were

^

Lock Box,
HoUand, Mich.

pounds of butter lo

j

Rapids.

premium,
$2. All butter to which either of these
premiums are ^warded to belong to the

Dr. D. M. Gee and wife returned from

on

last

I ^. ^

Hl.

On

determinedto make the

fair

time. The doctor has opened
more room, above the Po.tOfflcesnd i>
to

looking over our advertisements the

^

^

com- ^
*bort
^

meet

auj

Hac.Uw.
ready
and H()se

»H of hi. old friend,

patron. HU skill in <UmU.tr, U too well
known lo thl. entire eecUon of tbe state to

reader will notice one asking for sealed

having a station at this place but from

Bay; and a nremen'a HoaeLybetween ,ho Eagle and Pro-

^

^

ln

of c,

^

^ mtk(j
thelr new nniforml on

X

R’y Depot. Not enough yard room
this station made this a

The American Yacht

Puritan’s signal

victory in the race with the British sloop
nesta has been the absorbing topic of

nversationin certain circles of men.
e first

race was won by the Puritan by

minutes Snd tbe second race was

'sixteen

building. Tbe work

is ex-

M

Apples, 80c; Beans,

$1.25; Batter, 11, 19c.
Bggs, 18c; Honey, 14c; Onions, Me; Potatoes, 85c.

“Phantom Party” last evening. Th<
who were invited speak of Its being a

Th,

tb|s

(WHOLESALE.)
(Corrected every Friday by W- H. Beach.)

was delayed
No.

over two hours by a break on Engine
6,

which was pulling the train. Engine

some delay and
through to Grand Rapids.

No. 28 waa secured
took the train

after

Buckwheat, 40c;
40c;_ Bran,
Bras, f
V 100 Bs.,
fcs., 65c;
66c; Barley
Chas. 7.
V 100 fits., $1.00; Clover seed, V ho. $4.50; Corn
Meal, tt 100 Ms., 1.06; Corn, shelled, 48c: Floor,
don.
$4.00; Fine Corn Meal, V 100 Be., $1.40; Feed,
ton, $21.00; Feed, W 100 Bat, UOc.; Hay. $8.00,
jjp.00; Middling, f 100 Ba., 85c; New oats, 24-S6c;

The delay was

Tuheron, Fred Smith, J.

«

I.

Van-

Wm. Vekbrek, P. M.v

The

a

disappointmentto

effects

will find in onr

I

white-

game*

of chance, or wheel of fortune, or betting,

AppropriationBill

tbe

for tbe city of

‘

season at Macatawa

Park

has

to the city and will hereafter de-

Reunion

of

Old Veterans st (hand
Rapids.

time for completing tbe buildings. We
are also requested to invite the farmers,
mechanics and laborers to turn out fora
"labor bee” on Monday or Tuesday, September 28 and 29, to help to erect atailf,
pent, and sheds for the stock, sheep,
swine, snd farming implements and mschinary. “Many bands make labor
light,”the enterprise is a public one, give
a willing response snd report to W. Diekema on the fair grounds on the

.

streets which were appropriately trimmed
The 8. 0. and W. A. AgriculturalSo and attractedconsiderable attention.The
)
sonage, are invited to meet next Wednes- ciety have made vary favorablemango blue coated veterans, members of theG.
day evening at the
ments with the Chicago & West Mich. R’y A. R., were everywhere to be seen. The
H. Holly, on Hiitt aUect,
for excursion rates from Oread Rapids, society of the Army of the .....
A good time is anticipated.
Allegan, Grind Junction, Grand Hayen was the principalorganization, meeting gardtetbe

interested in improving the

appearanceof the Methodist Church par-

are selling at

keep-

General or gambling upon races. We trost the
Holland sentimentof tbe officersof the society ifr
for the fiscal year. The total amount of sufficiently strong on these matters to seo<
tax to be raised for carrying on the affaire that these wholesome regulations are*
of tbe city next year is $18,008.68, which properlyenforced. The race track la fast
is divided as follows:School purposes, approaching completionunder the vigor$7,012.55; General Fund, $2,768.68; Fire ous managementof Mr. W. Diekema and
Department Fund, $009.40; Poor Fund the gratuitous labor of many farmers.
$550, Library Fund, $100; Interest an| Nature has done for our fair grounds all
Sinking Fund, $212.87; Water Works u could, not only is the site magnificent
Fund, $1,458.68.With our State and and tbe ley of ground, comparetively
County tax tbe same ai last year the tax speaking, a dead level, but on this sandy
payer will be called upon to pay a trifle soil we find a clay bed at the water’s edge
leas than $1 A0 for every hundred dollare » near the track that every team can
worth of preperty he pommre.. Thi, a.

columns an ordinancemaking

This has undoubtedly been “the week

tages.

All Mends

a full stock of

the

spirituous or fee-

men ted liquors; nor shall it permit

Oity Taxes.

Micnigan Conference of the M. E. vete his attentionto the Phoenix Hotel.
of all weeks” for Grand Rapids. The
Church meet in Grand Rapids next week. The steamer stopped making tripe to tbe
streets of that busy city were thronged
Rev. Geoige, pastor of the Church in this Park last Tuesday end on Wednesday
with “old defenders”of tbe Union. The
city, has but two more Sundays to oocuv went to Muskegon after a load of lumber
business bouses were literallycovered
for the Park Association,which will be
py the pulpit here when be will be
with bunting and decorations.Two line
need in the erection of a number of cot^another field.
arches were built on Monroe and Canal

BITAIL.

grounds

many compared with

closed and Landlord Ryder has moved his

7 The

tlO^V^ eat, 'white,
othy Seed,
Lancaster ,*

its

any

the tax last year, is a vary Grand Stand is almost finished and the
favorable showing, the rste of tixation Floral Hall will, in a few days, be anList of letters remaining in the post- of our citizenswho intended visiting the then being $2.54 on every hundred dollara closed, so that, judging from present apState fair, going by way of Grand Rapids.
office at Hofy&nd, Mich., Sept. 17, 1885:

pleasant affair.

Onis, Peed, Etc.

Last Thursday morning the night express due here at 5 o’clock,

upon

ing or selling of

The reader this week

at

necessity. ^

We

BET AIL.

shall not allow

ment.

The earnings of the Chicago and West present appearancesthe near future will
Michigan R’y for the third week in Au- see one located at Holland.

(WHOLE SALX i)
cellent, and “Jim” deserves credit.
[Comcttd every Friday by S. J. Harrington.)
* Apples,25c; Beans, 80c, $1.00; Batter. 10, llc|
understand that Mr. and
Eggs; 12c; Money, 12c; Onions, BOc; Potatoes
Churchill entertained their friends with

and

rolls, First premium,

$5; Second premium, $8; Third

need an, commend.tion from «•. »nd Llon. There will be four .peed trial, of
two life
with renewed health and vigor and .11 the hor|el flm prem(nm Tar;|Dg from ,15 10
aving stations, one at Sturgeon Bay
latest
and best appliances for dental work
ly of Drenthe, was married on last week
$50. One of the provisions In the articles
anal, Wis., and the other at this port.
be
will
be able to give all patients tbe
Thursday evening to Miss Cecelia 'Walof associationof this society is that It
We had almost given np hopes of ever
benefit of competent and first-class treat\ters, of Grand
>

for Post’s new

Produce, Etc.

_

maD.
Battle Creek and the Sanitarium

won by one minute and twenty-five secMr. Jas. Huntley has been engaged tbe onds. Everybody American,who witpast two weeks in doing tbe inside work nessed the race, was happy.

Our parbefe.

fSB

regu-

roposals for the constructionof

of the same period last year.

Hauomt

wash brush®
low figures for cash

_

medium sized horse show.

munlcatlonsshould be addressed to

Paints, Oils,

and

and the regular premiums in the

Hope College opened last Wednesday these we may mention a special premium
morning at 10 o’clock with forty-three on Bread by Walsh, De Roo & Co. Best
new students. The coming year promises loaf of home-made bread made of their
to be the most successful in the history of flour, with compressed or any form of
the College. There seems to be new life hop yeast; First prem., one barrel Daisy
in the Institution. Students and profess- flour; Second prem., fifty pound sack of
ors alike are more active and appear to Daisy flour. All breid offered for compebe more zealous in the upbuildingof tbe tition for these premiums to be donated to
College. The newly appointedProfessor, the poor of the city. On Butter we find
J. G. Sutphen,has arrived and entered Bpecial premiums to the amount of $85.00
upon his duties. Prof. Anderson, of Ala- offered,distributed as follows: Two gall,
bama, will arrive here next Monday and crock June butter, First premium, $6;
go immedeately to work. Prof. Sutphen Second premium, $4; Third premium,
is a very pleasant gentleman and has the $2.60; Two gallon crock fall bultar,same
appearance of being a good, practicalpremiums as on June butter, and on 10

State Fair at

are ship-

Enlghti of Labor.
A new side track is being laid near the
Harmony Assembly.No. 8,719, of Holland City/
meet in Odd Fellows* Hail every week. All com* north "Y” at the Chicago and West Mich.

*

|ation8,

l

of

state are

gust show an increase of $551 over those

M.

D. L. Botd.&k’v.

•

exhibitors. Besides the

Dr. O. N. Moon, of Fennyille,former-

Regular Communicationof Uhitt Lone
No. 191. F. A A. M., will he held at Masonic Hal
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock,on Wednesda;
evening!,
anings, Jan. 28, Feb.
Feb. 28, March 25, April 22
IT 27, June 94, July 22, Aug. 19, Sept, 28, Oct. 21
Nov.
>?. 18,
is, irec.
Dec. 10. St.
st. John.s
dohn.s days June
Jane 24, am
and

s
«7-y

or

ents are completed farther notice of the 8trong attraction a list of special premiEntertainmentswill be given next week. um8t 8p0ri8i and speed trials. Among

ous year, showing that the farmers of the

- last.
—

sent on Thursday

A

O. Bbiyiuh, W.

Premium List does
many ways. It is

gufflcientlycomprehensive to furnish tbe

WMh.D

every week. Some twenty

r.

the gociety credit in

ther standard plays. If the arrange- 8everal departments, we alio find as a

natural without the 35.

ping hundreds of chickens to Chicago
evening of each week.
Visiting brothers are cordiallyinvited.
J. Kbuisenoa, N. G.
L. D. Baldcs, R. S.

territory. This first

Wednesday evening. The thorough Society. Among the sports we find a
Kalamazoo this week course of treatment taken by the doctor
f”^; ^der’lS ye.r. oVw,
has attracted a considerablenumber of has greatly impreed hi. health.
lnd Iod|ul
^ a. Postma has purchased the building four citizensthence. The fair was a most physical condition la better, he
5 ml, to clmQge hano8 0Dca
on the corner of Eighth and Market stree
complete success. The exhibits were it has been for twenty year, and hi.
, mll B1 le rtce> dl|Umce
of A. Flietstra and is fitting it up for a larger and finer than those of any previ- piece recovery1. but a queatlon of »
ud Yacht race, on
farm at 10 o’clock on Wednesday, September 23.

cigar manufactory.

i. o. of o. r.

Their
“Bank-

“Hidden Hand,” and

er’s Daughter,”

inspectionand

Howard

^

many

judlcioaa management, to cover tbe entire

patrons .

will undoubtedly be the
more such durable and finely
The Grand Haven Herald publisheTtM
appearing sidewalks being laid by the
delinquent tax list this year and comcitizensof Holland.
menced last week with the first of the
LocomotiveNo. 35, the veteran switch
series.
engine, which has been on duty at this
Two road trains are constantly at work
station for a long time, was finally overhauling gravel from Jenisonville repairing
come by the long hours and heavy work
the track between this stationand Grand
pnt upon it, and broke down on Thursday
Junction.
last and will go to Muskegon for repairs.
- —
An auction sale of farm implements, The railroad bovs say the yard don’t took
etc., will take place at the M. )D.

“Tuckat Ly-

art|cie8 0f association, rules

this ever constructed in this city.' It will bear

means

pEST,

_ ___

to have

button, and doubtleaa

repertoire includes “Hazel Kirk,”

Mr. R. E. Werkman has built a
cement walk on his premises on Tenth
street. This is the first cement walk

section,died aged sixty-fouryears.
Phyilolisi.

them.

made

MetropolitanComedy Co.” play

,or

anxious to receive a copy. The suphowever, is sufficient, we think, with

that they “guaranteesatisfaction.”

cessitatedhis seeking more commodious
Maaafaetorlu,XlUi, Shops, Etc.

effort is being

are

tute of their application for dates here Is pu51lc ali lhe information necessary as

II

Wis., were in the city this weeek visitini

—

ceum Opera House here during the week
of the fair. This company is well spoken
of in cities they have visited and one fea-

lot of

’DHfENIX HOTEL.' Jas. Ryder, proprietor. called to his home in Kalamazoo by sick- apples of the “Strawberry” variety.
IT Located near the C. A W. M. R’y depot, has ness of his relatives,
Surely the editor has been kindly rememgood facilities for the traveling public,and its
bered this
»
table is onsorpassed. Free hack for accommodation of goests.
One of the best evidences of hard times
Mr. H. Boone is making preparations
is the fact that a foot-pad tried to rob an
Livery and Sale Stabler
for the immediate erection of a large Sale
TJAVERKATE. G. J. Livery aud Boardln editor the other day.
Stable Barn opposite the livery barn of
Stable. Fine rigs and good horses can
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s
J. M. Doesburg and wife, of Ashland,, Van Raalte & Keppel on Market street.
hotel.

week.

Sons' haldware store neat

T. 8. Purdy for a basket of choice Bartlett

week looking after his extensive bus

this

thanks are

-

menu, worth flv« dollars. Conditionsand At ILla tlme ot-wrltlng the Premium
premiums may be aeen at R. Kantera & I Ll>» areia llie hsnds of tb(1 Secretary

the fair grounds during the fair.

land this week.

Boteli,

were assigned to a “camp alte.” The
members of tbe Post returned on Thurs-

placed an order with J.
tailor, for their

shaking hands with old friends in Hol-

G. A SONS. GeneralDealers in
Dry Goode, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and
Caps, Floor, Provisions,etc . River street.

living kite exhibited at the coming fair,
circulated a The kite is to be made by a Holland City

kinds neatly printed subscription paper, secured enough money boy under.fifteen years of age. The ex- day evening have passed a very pleasant
and have bibitionis to take place on the fair and exciting time among their old corn-

Johnnie Dcursema, of Fremont, was

PUTTEN,

companieshave

office.Town Treasurers for the purchase of uniforms,

Carpets, Coffins,Pictore Frames,etc.; River St.
antral Dtsltri.

hose

X

:

of

the

hatchet in Shelton's hands, and shots were
exchange between the other men. both being mortally

injured.

Louisville (Ky.) dispatch:

**> r—.

»

"Fifty

" —

I

Status Minister to Austria ought to be
chosen by thu United States Government,
and not by the Austrian Government, is in

!

IRVor

1
i

leaviug the mission vacant, ami

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

A DEADLY DESTROYER.

Hostilitieshave been resumed
Madams

car, efforts at

in

mediation between

separated from her mother, who was

Section of Ohio Devastated by a
Cyclone, Many Persons

i

tjy. Certainlynothing has yet been done failure,and the former ari bombarding
sold and sent to New Orleans. The mother toward appointing a successor to Mr. Koi- Man an jura.
arrived here this morning,hale and hearty. ley in the mission which he has resigned. "
Details of the battle between Peruvian
She is 112 years old, and the daughter 60.
insurgentsand the gavemment forces
Living in the house with Mrs. Ellen Johnfought at Canta, sixty miles from Lima, oa
son are her great grandchildren..This
EAST.
makes them the great great grandchildren The national convention of coal- miners, the 15th ultimo are received. The latter
of Mrs. Johnson’smother. Strange ns it in session at Indianapolis, adopted the Wi re surprised by the revolutionarytroops,
The total assessed valuation of real and may seem, this morning the reporter saw
and after a vigorous resistance,lasting sevfollowing resolutions:
eral hours, were driven from the town,
personal property in Providence,R. L, is the* great great grandmother, the great
Rear) Iced, That we recommend the estabgrandmother,
the
grandmother,
mother, lishment of a nationalunion, to be known aa leaving from three to four hundred killed
$124,202,000,as against $122,496,500 last
and children, all assembled in the sumo the National Federationof Miners and Mine and wounded in the hands of the enemy.
year. . .Iron and steel of all kinds are active
Mauv inhabitantsof Canta were massacred
room. ’’.... Cincinnatispecial: William Laborers.
Jlfgnlted,The membership of this associaat Philadelphia, and heavy shipments are
Scales, a negro boy of 18, who outraged ihe
by the Cacerists,whose losses are unbeen made to the West Dirge lots of plate
known. Col. Bustamente.one of the gov5-year*old daughter of a farm laboror
and tank iron have been ordered for Octo- named Lunsford, near Walton, Ky., twelve
ernment officers, committed suicide oa the
ber delivery,and the demand for structural
miles from here, and who has bee-i in jail of the federation, and be Koverned by them in field of action. Vigorous measures have
all their parts and conform to the principles on
and bridge iron has largely increased. Nails,
at Burlington, the county seat of Boone which they are based.
been taken for the defeme of tbe capital.
in small lots, are selling at $2.30, but for
County, was taken from the jail by a mob
Rmdlvtdi That the executiveand ledslatlvo
The Jenniugs County Bank, loca’ed at
large orders quotationsore $2.15 and from Walton and Florence and hanged to power of tide association shall be vested In an
$2.20.
executiveboard, to be composed of tire mem- North Vernon. Ind., owned by C. E. Cook,
a tree. "
bers at lanre and one member from each of tbe
Typhoid fever is prevailing in New
The seventy-firstanniversary of the bat- bituminouscoal-producing Btatcs nnd one make an assignmenton account of having
York City ..... Mrs. McIntosh, residing tle of North Point, near Baltimore, was member from the anthracitedistrict,and in made lar^e purchases of fraudulent Indiana
the generalconvention the board shall gnido
township bonds. Fears are entertained
near Pittsburgh, requested her son James,
celebrated on the 12th inst. Only five of the action of tbe association upon all Questions
that other banks and private individuals
aged 23, to shoot a cat Through an inof importanceto its members.
R< aolcnl. That the objects of the association will also bo forced to suspend from the
advertentmovement of his mother, the the veterans survive,aud only one— James
same cause.
.A freight train on the Cinyoung man sent the bullet into her brain, Morford, 90 years old— was able to leave will be:
1. To promote tbe interests of the-miners and
.Senator Mahone, of Virginia,
causing her death. Half-crazed by the ac- his home.
mine laborers, morally, socially,and financial- cinnati,Indianapolis, St Louis and
a
cident, young McIntosh then tried to kill attempted to cowhide a Mr. Hunter, of ly, for the protection of their nealth and their Chicago Railroad separated
Petersburg, who was accused of leading lives; to spread intelligence among them; to steep grade near Guilford, Ind.,
himself.

was

HOLLAND ClTI. MICHIGAN.
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the French and the Horns having proved a
.

THE NEWS CONDENSED,

GENEBAI*

Perishing.

Washington Court House and Blooming*

burg Almost Wiped Out of

THE

.

.

.

.

.

on

The

Irish Catholic Benevolent Union,

In session at Brooklyn, adopted resolutions
eulogistic of

Judge Keiley, and denounc-

ing the Austrian and Italian Governments
for their treatment of him ____ Christian
Cooper, of the town of Livingston, Columbia County, N. Y., died last week, aged 111
years 10 months and 15 days.

The

completion of

a

River, constructed for the

dam

the Ohio
purpose of mainin

taining a navigablestage of water at all
seasons in the port of Pittsburgh, will be
celebrated at that city in grand style on
Oct 7.
Wm. N. Riddle, ex-President of
tiie defunct Penn Bank, at Pittsburgh,
whose wealth was formerly estimatedat
$3,000,000,has been discharged from custody as an insolvent debtor. He is now
penniless, and owes $25#, 000 ____ The 251st
anniversary of the incorporation of Concord, Mass., was celebratedList week.
Senator Hoar delivered the oration.
.

.

.

TUE WEST.
A dispatch from Rock Springs, Wyoming Territory, says: “Seven hundred
Chinamen have returned here, under escort
of four companiesof troops. The miners
threaten to destroy the company’s buildings, all of which are under strong guard
to-night Serious trouble is sure to ensue
as soon as the miners think they have an
opportunity to carry out their threat" ____
The three sisters shot by Perry Whitlock
in Vermillion County, Illinois, will recover
from their wounds, but his infant child
will die.

A private banker at Menomonee, Wfs.,
named Samuel B. French has failed, with
liabilities of about $65,000. .. .Three
women were drowned in Lake Traverse,
Minn., by their boat capsizing during a
atorm.
.Four young men who left South
Haven, Mich., in a small sail-boat just before the late storm on Lake Michigan, have
not been heard from, and were undoubtedly lost ____ John Little, Congressman of the
Eighth Ohio District, furnishes the following report of the recent cyclone at Washington Court House, Ohio:
'ibe destructon here is not so generally
sweeping as at Jamestown, but It is vastly
greater.The general course of the tornado was
.

.

remove as far as possibl? the causes of strikes,
and to sdopt. whereverand whenever pra tieable, the principles of arbitrationand restriction; to ursenpon all miners and mne laborers
the necessity to become citizens,that we may
secure by the use of the ballot the servicesof
A little notice has been posted in the
men friendlyto labor, both in our State and
Western Union Telegraph office, at national legislativebodies; to create a tnnd for
tbo support and protection of members of the
Washington,telegraphs a correspondent, association.
2. To obtain legislative enactments for the
informing the public that contributionsto
more effleientmanagement of mines whereby
the Grant monument, to be erected at the lives and health of our members may b.‘
Rivergirte Park, would be received at that better preserved.
3. To shorten the hours of labor in the mines.
office. The notice has been there about a
4. To protect all members who are unjustly
mouth. Similar notices, it is said, have dealt with by their employers while endeavorbeen posted in every Western Union office ing to carry out the behests of the association.
6. To assist all similarorganizationswhich
in the country. Up to date there has
the same object in view— to wit: mutual
not been one cent contributed in have
protection of members, and the protection of
this city, and ns far ns can be learned the labor against the encroachments of capital
telegraph company has not received a cent
The business failures during the week
anywhere, aud it is probable that the $5,000
numbered
for tbo United States 184 and for
they contributed themselves is all they will
ever have to turn in. Everybody says: Canada 19, as compared with a total of
“Let New York do it. If Gen. Grant had 165 the week previous. Bradulreet's,i» its
been buried in Washington,there would weekly trade review, says:
The condition of general trade, as reportedby
have been more than enough for the monspecial telegrams. Is quite as favorableas that
ument contributed. " This is the only no- mentioned at any previous date Within seven
tice people ever take of the poster.
weeks past. The steadiness and strength maniThe crop report of the AgriculturalDe- fested in the demand for dry goods and for woolhis son astray.

WASHINGTON*

en

fabrics

have enconraged many

dealers

partment for September says the condition at Eastern distributingcenters to look for
steadinessIn the movement. It may be added
of spring wheat has been impaired since that the gain in the demand for pig-irontends
the 1st of August in the Northwest, the dis- in some degree to Inspire the conlidencemanifested in various quart ts that the turn in the
trict of principalproduction. Heavy mins
tide has at last taken place,and that the increase
were followed by extreme heat between the in the consumption of staple commodities may
1st and the middle of August, before har- preserve a steady growth. Ills a welcome sign
vest, shrivelingthe grain and causing rust that no boom Is discernible in any direction.
increased distribution of goods is formed
Heavy wind- storms prostrated and injured The
of a larger amount of moderate- sized orders
large areas. In Nebraska there is some com- and In many instances of unexpected duplicate
plaint of smut, and a little in Dakota. demands. The American pig-iron' market is
Chinch-bngs have done some damage in hrm. Sales at New York average about three
thousand tons daily. With a continuationof
Wisconsinand Minnesota. The injury was this business a moderate advance is lively. All
greater in August than in July. The aver- the steel rail mills are at work, and *21 "30 are
ages are: For Wisconsin 77, a loss of 8 freely quoted. 'Bai-irou is in ranch Iretur repoints;Minnesota, 78, a loss of 5: Dakota, quest, and the iron trade as a whole feels the
influence.Ea- tern agents and jobbers of dry
96, a loss of 4; Iowa. 88, a loss of 7 points. goods continueto do a fair business, but as reNorthern
England, Colorado tailers are fairly well stocked sales are not as
and the Territories are nearly or large as they have been.
quite up to 100. _ The general average for
Mrs. Julia Godfrey, wife of the Rev.
all spring wheat is 86$ against 95 in August
Samuel Godfrey,of Lafayette, Ind., beThe crop of last year was 156,000,000
bushels. The returns of winter wheat are gan a suit for divorce on the grounds of
almost identical in results whh those of July. cruelty, and asked for the custody of her
There is a slight advance in Michigan, children aud $10,000 alimony.... Oscar
Texas, Maryland, and some other States Rammelsherg began a libel suit claiming
and a point or two in several. The gen- $20,000 damages against the Cincinnati
eral average is 65. 8 against65 in July. Ex- Enquirer,which had connected him, incept as the result of thrashing may change stead of his brother, with a suit begun by
present expectations,the winter- wheat area a young woman for “money loaned, nursmay be placed at 217,000,000bushels, and ing, and attendance to bis room.”. . .Chas.
the remainingarea abont 134,000,000. If L. Chamberlain,of St. Louis, began a suit
the injuries reported in the stack should for $100,000 damages against the Chi ago,
Quincy Railroad
prove to be greater than is at present ap- Burlington

New

from southwest to northeast, through the long
wayaud center of the city. Its general width
was about six hundred feet, with occasional
breaks to the right or left In Its course of a
mile and a half in town, it is the exceptionthat
any square escaped injury. In most of them dam- parent, a few millions of reductionmight
ages to property.are marked, and in some fearful. still accrue. The condition of corn still
The business
continues high, ranging from 90 to 100 in
State averages. The general average Is 95,
portion escaped harm, I have not noticed the against 96 in August. It was 94 last year
exception. In two blocks alone practical men in September. Frosts have wrought very
have estimatedthe loss to buildingsat $00,300.
The damagei to goods in these will not fall un- little injury, and will be capable of little.
der *20.000. No class of property escaped. The prospectis still favorable for a crop
Dwellingsof all grades, public halls, churches, slightly above the average.
school- houses, fell a prey to the storm's fury.
The Individual losses, as shown by estimates of
committees,will exceed $260,000.

.

and

injuries received nt Woodbury,
Iowa, ten years ago, by which he
was permanentlydisabled ..... Three
men were shockingly burned during
a tire which destroyedthe oil factory and
warehouse of Swan it Finch at New York,
causing a loss of $35,000. The sugar works
of the American Glucose Company at
Peoria, valued at $150,000, were reduced
to ashes. A large winery and distiller),
with its contents, was consumed at Fresno,
rOIATICAI*
Cal.; loss, $120,000 ____ The Indian Chief
Emery A. Stoim, the distinguished
Big Bear, who took mrt iu Riel’s NorthIt is reported that Representative Mills,
lawyer, was found deSS in bed at a hotel in
west Territory rebellion, has been senof Texas, has been engaged during the entenced to the penitentiaryfor three years.
Ottawa, Bl., having expired two or three
tire summer in the preparation of a tariff
hours previously of paralysis of the heart
Mr. Storrs had been at Ottawa since Sept. bill, which he proposes introducing in the
House soon after Congress meets. The
1, engaged in professionallabors before the
Mr. Gladstone’s health is again bad.
Supreme Court in connectionwith the measure will provide for the reduction of
Mackin case, and had been somewhat indis- the revenue to such a sum as is necessary and it is announced that he is suffering
to cover the Government expenses merely.
posed for several days. Dr. Hurd left him
from an attack of lumbago. Lord Ransmoking in bed at a late honr of the night, It is proposed that this revenue shall be
derived in the main from that class of tax- dolph Churchillhas broken down under
and Mrs. Storrs,who occupied another
bed in the same room, administered able articles known as luxuries, aud that the demands of the reoeut Parliamentary
necessitiesof life campaign, and he will make no more
medicine to him several times during the the duties
shall be made as low as possible ____ speeches until November. Ill-natured
night She happened to fall into a doze
President Cleveland has appointedRens- people hint that ho is shamming ____ A
toward morning and awoke about 7 o’clock.
Copenhagen dispatch says* the British
She called to her husband,but received no selaer Stone to be Collector of Internal
answer. Going over to his Ivd. she placed Revenue for the First District of Illinois, steamer Auckland has been sunk in
collision with the German gunboat
her hand on him and found him dead. embracing Chicago, in place of Joel D.
Blitz.
Of the Auckland's crew of
Harvey,
suspended
____ Thomas J. Lathrop,
Horror-stricken.Mrs. Storrs rushed from
of Taunton,has been nominated for Goy- seventeen, only two were saved ____
.the room and cried out for aid. Dr. Hurd
was hastily called to make an examination ernor of Massachusetts by the Prohibition- During the maneuversof the German
guards in Berlin,several French officers
ists of that State.
of the remains. He found that the cause
glOWA Greeubackerswho are opposed to visiting the grounds were ordered to retire.
of death was paralysisof the heart De. .The Countess of Kingston has offeied
ceased was 50 years old.
fusion will meet at MarshalltownOct 1, to
the tenants of her estate, the largest in the
Minnesota’s railroadcommissioners nominate a Slate ticket ____ A Little Rock South of Ireland, facilitiestd purchase their
are bringing soils against several railroad (Ark.) dispatch says that officialand unof- holdingsunder the land-purchase act. ..
companies for violationof a new law re- ficial returns from the Third Arkansas Lord Randolph Churchill,Secretaryof
District give McRea, Democrat, for Con- State for India, has been compelled by
quiring suitable waiting-rooms for passengress, about 5,ODO majority— about double failing health to cancel all his political engers to be provided at all stations where
the majority g ven the Democratic candi- gagements ____ In a speech at Belfast, Earl
the roads do business. . .John L. Sulli- date last November.
Carnarvon said it was time to institute a
van, the prize-fighter, pitched in a game of
The Presidenthas made the following thorough inquiry into the relative merits of
base ball at Cleveland Sunday. As the
free trade and protection.
champion was leaving the grounds he was appointments: Moses A. Hopkins, of North
A review of the political situation in
placed under arrest, charged with violating Carolina,to be minister resident and conthe Sunday law. . .At Cool Creek Mines, sul general of the United States to Liberia; England for the week represents the Libnear Seattle. W. T., a large building occu- Irwin Dugan, to be supervisinginspectorof eral party as much confused, and thus far
pied by Chinese laborere was fired steam vessels for the Sixth districtTo without any definite programme. In Great
masked men.. be consuls of the United States: Henry W. Britain alone there are 500 Liberal candiThe inmates, about fifty in num- Gilbert,of New York, at Trieste; James M. dates, comprising not only Liberals,but
ber, escaped to the woods unharmed.... Rosse. of New York, at Three Rivers, Whigs, Moderates, and Radicals, pledging
It is said 5,000 people will be thrown out Canada.
themselves to all manner of political crudiof employment in Montana Territory by
A Washington rumor in to the effec ties. The Liberals recognize the danger to
the Interior Department ruling prohibiting
their party, and it has been decided to hold
the cutting of timber on unsurveved that Mr. Blaine will probably be the next a conferenceof leaders in October for
mineral lands ____ Outrages which were Republican nominee for Governor of the purpose of coming to
genperpetratedat the residences of several Maine ____ Henry Ward Beecher has written eral and harmoniousunderstanding ____
United States officialsin Salt Lake City are a letter advocating the insert on of a high- Recent events iu Hungary and Poland show
attributedto the Mormons ____ The 1885 licenseplank in tne New York Republican that there is a tendency toward a closer
crop of .Wisensintobacco is now nearly platform.
union between the Czech and Polish popall in, and the quality is reported very fair.
Mr. Cleveland will attend the Iroquois u aliens against Gorman ascendency in
banquet in Chicago Nov. 4 if his duties Austria ____ The 5,(100 strikersat Sir Wm.
TiiEsoirru.
Armstrong’s gun nnd machine works, Loupermit . .A Washingtondispatch says:

for
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John R. Shelton,

of Atlanta,Go.,

eloped with Ida Maxwell, the 16-year-old

daughter of John Maxwell, of that

city.

The couple were married, and were found
bv the father and brother of the bride, who
attemptedto take her home. .Young Maxwell was fatally wounded by a blow from a

.

“Some of the candidatesfor the Austrian
mission have been recently renewing their
applications,bnt none of them have received any encouragement from either the
Secretary of State or the President. In
the best informed circles, although nothing
is positively known, the idea prevailsthat
the Secretary, believing that the United

don, have gained their point, compelled the
discharge of t«o ohnoxtons foremen, and
returned to work ____ A number of German

spies were recently detected making
sketches of French fortificationson the
eastern frontier and immediatelycondnctacross the boundary.
A Chinete loan
of $70,000,000 has been negotiatedin Paris
efl

.

.

.

tbo rear section afterward telescoping that
nttiched to the engine. Nine tramps were
imprisoned in a car of oats, and three of
them were suffocated..... At Cincinnati
Frank Berte struck William Hazard a powerful blow with his fist, killing him instantly. The men were laborers, and the
murder grew out
quarrel

of a

—

between them a few days before
Capt. A. E. Goodrich, President of the
Goodrich TransportationCompany, died

Existence.

(Springfield (Ohio) special.]

A

terrible cyclone struck Washington
Court House, a city of 4,000 inhabitants,
twenty-fivo miles from here, at 8 o’clock
this evening, and almost swept it from the
earth. The storm came from the northwest, and broke upon the town very suddenly, carrying everything before it The
tornado whirled up Court street, the main,
tihsiness thoroughfare, aud ruined almost
every business block in it— at least forty or
fifty in all.

Hardly a private residence in the town
escaped, fully four hundred buildings going down. The Baptist, Presbyterian*
and Catholic churches all suffered the common fate. The Ohio Southern, Panhandle,
Narrow-Gauge, and Midland Railroadstations were blown to smithereens, aud every
building in the vicinitywas curried away,
making ingress or egress almost impossible.

As every wire within a circle of two miles
down, it is utterly impossibleto get accurate details of this catastrophe.The only
reports that can be had are through an operator who tapped a wire two miles west of
the town, and is sitting in a heavy rainstorm to work his instruments. The panicstricken people were taken completelyunawares, and tied from the tumbling buildis

ings in every direction through the murky
darkness. A mad frenzy seemed to seize
them, and they harried hither and thither
in their wild distraction, little knowing
whither they were fleeing.After the whirlwind, which lasted about ten minutes,a
heavy rainfall set in, which still continues
Prince, the champion bicyclist, was de- unabated nt this writing.
feated at Blossburg, Pa., by John Brooks
As soon as a few of the cooler heads rein a twenty-mile race. .. .Fire iu a double covered their senses searching parties were
tenement house in East Eighty-firststreet, organized, nnd the sad work of looking for
New York, created a panic among the the dead began. So far fifteen bodies
have been recovered from the debris of
hundred inmates; but all escaped either by
various ruined buildings.It is probable
the stairways or fire- ladders, except a
woman and her babe, who fell down an ns many more will he found before morning. The glimmer of lanterns procured
air-shaft in the roof, both being instantly
from farm houses in the vicinity and
killed.
from the few houses left standing is the
The first race between the yachts Puri- only light they have to work by. Two
tan and the Genesta, which was sailed on or three bodies have been stumbled
the 14th iust. over what is known as the upon iu the middle of the street, whero
they were stricken down by flying bricks
inside course of the Now York Yacht Club,
or timbers. The cellars of houses and
a length of thirty-eightmiles, was won by
every sort of refuge were filled with shivthe former in 6:04:30. The English cutter
ering people, huddlingtogether in the vain
was beaten by a little more than a mile,
attempt to keep warm. One baby in arms
and crossed the line in 6:10:30.The event
has died from exposure.
excited great interestthroughout the counAdvices from Bloomingburg say that town
try and in England.
was struck by a funnel-shapedcloud and
A recent dispatch from Denison,Texas( almost entirelydemolished. Three or four
says: “Tn® principle of woman’s rights persons were killed.

Chicago,aged 58 years.
....Mary L. Shepherd, 14 years old, was
arrested at Dodge ville, Wis., while trying
to dispose of a team of horses she had
stolen. Her homo is in Webster City, Iowa.
at his residence in

sustainedan ignoble defeat here after a
heroic onslaught Three maiden sisters
named Cash, of mature years, reside on a
street that is heiug repaired and graded.
They objected to any work being done in
front of their premises,as they had no
voice in ordering the improvement.This
afternoo i, while the street boss and his
Laborers were at work in front of th? Cash
residence, the tnr.je maiden sisterscame
out and assau’ted the workmen with rocks,
putting over a dozen brawny men to flight
Tbe City Marshal and two policemen then
essayed to protect the men while they returned to work, but the irate sisters were
equal to the emergency,for this time they
sallied forth with two old pistols nnd a
garden hoe. The chivalric Marshal nnd
his aids haslily retreated before the foe,
ami again the workmen were severely pelted with rocks, and tied. Calling re-enforcoraents,the Marshal rallied his men nnd
filially captured ihe Amazons and lauded
ihem in the edaboose. where they are passing to-night singing hymns.’’

INDIANA’S SENSATION.
Certain Trustees Issue Illegal Township Orders to the Extent of
$100,000.

(Indianapolis telegram.]

The

discovery that certain Township
Trustees of Daviess County, this State, haa
issued illegal townshiporders to the extent
of $100,060 or more, aud then lied to Canada, has caused much excitement in business circles here, where many of the orders were disposed of, nnd there is a
well-founded belief that the swindle has

been

extensively practiced in other parts

of the State. It is already known that such

spurious obligations hare beeu issued in
Posey, Fountain, Vermillion, and Shelby
Counties, aud at the present time it is impossible to estimate their extent, although
it is probably hundreds of thousands of
dollars.

Buenos Ayres

is

one of the most

prosperous cities in the world, but we
are so far removed from it that we
hardly realize its importance. It has a
population of 4(K),000 people, and 150,000 emigrants arrive in its harbor ea-h
year. There is no other eitv that can
show such rapid growth as tins.

THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.

*4.60 @ 6.25
Beeves. ..........................
Hoos .......... ................ 4.60 & 5.25
Wheat— No. 1 White ............. .01 (# .02
No. 2 Red .............
.91 >4® .0134
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .48
.40
Oats— White. .................... .38 «$ .44
Bork-Mcbs ......................10.25 ©10.75
..

$

CHICAGO.
Beei es— Choice to Prime Steers. 6.50 @ 0.25
Good Shipping ........ 6.00 & 5.50

Common

............... 4.00

&

4.50

Hoos .............................4.25 (gj 4.75
Flour — Fancy Red Winter Ex. . 6.00 & 6.25
Prime to Choice Spring. 3.75 © 4.25

Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............
Corn-No. ......................
2

Oats— No. 2 ......................
Rye— No. 2 .......................

Barley— No. ...................
Butter— Choice Creamery ......
2

Fifie

.25}$

.07

©
&
©
&

.20

Up

,22

.83
.43
.25
.55

Dairy .............. .14

Cheese— Full Cream, new .......
Part Skimmed, new...

©

.84
.44
.57
.09

(rt) .18
.10

.04

HP

.05

Egos—

Fresh ..................... .14 HP .15
Potatoes— New, per brl ......... .90 © 1.00
Pork— Mess .................
..... 8.25 HP 8.76

MILWAUKEE.

Wheat— No.

...................
Corn— No. 2 .....................
Oats— No. 2 ......................
Rye— No. 1 ..................
Pork— Mess ......................
2.

.....

.78
.43
.25
.55

aw

TOLEDO.
Wheat— No. 2 Red .............. .80
Corn— No. ...................... .44
2

Oats— No.

2.

..................... .26

ST. LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Rod ...............
Corn— Mixed ....................

.88

.42

@

.80

HP

.44

t'5 .20
.57
HP 8.76

&

&
&

.86)$

&
&

.88)$

.88

Oats— Mixed. ....................

.26

2

•

.40

which was both original and daring. He
was agent of various school furnishing
houses in Chicago and elsewhere, and his
business was almost exclusivelywith township trustees. With some of these he made
a conspiracy by which they were to issue to
him township orders in large amounts in
alleged Jpayment for school-supplies,and
these he was to sell, dividing the piooeeds
with them. As he stood well financially,
having a constant balance in bank of from
$10,000 to $20,000, and the orders bore on
their face evidences of their genuineness,
he had comparatively little trouble in disposing of them, especiallyas he sold them
at from 10 to 15 per cent discount, and
they bore 8 per cent, interest They were
sold principallyto Eastern capitalists, although Pollard disposed of $4,360 worth
of them to a diamond and jewelry house,
said to be Coon & Co., of Cincinnati,for
diamonds, and $2,300 to D. Van Wee, of
this city, besides unknown amounts to the

Third National Bank of Greenshurg,and
other national banks at North Vernon. In
addition to this he paid fora large consign-

ment of school famitnre to a Chicago
house with them, receiving his commission
for them in cash. He and his family left
here last week, ostensibly for Boston, but
recent advices say that he is at Linn, Ont
There is a rumor, which cannot he traced
down to definitesources, that before leavitfg he borrowed $20,000 in cash from ft
city bank, putting up $35,000 of these illegal orders as collateralsecurity. Tha

_

swindle is the most extensive one known
in the history of the State, and its full exHP .20)$
tent is not yet known.
.45

&
(9
HP

A CURIOUS INCIDENT.

.43

Oats— Mixed ..................... .24 HP .25
Pork— Mess. ....................9.00 & 9.25

CINCINNATI.
Wheat— No. 2 Red. ...... ........
Corn-No. ......... ............

Investigationmade to-day develops that
R. B. Pollard, until recently a resident of
Indinuapolis. is at the head of the scheme,

.89
.47
.27

Rye-No. ....................... .67 (9 .59
Pork— Mess. ................... 9.00 © 9.50

A Dove Visits a Preacher In Church and
Finally Alights on His Head.
[New Haven (Conn.)special]
A carious incidentoccurred while serv-

2

DETROIT.
Beef Cattle .................. 3.60 HP 5.50
Wheat— No. 1 White ............. .84 (9 .80
Corn— No.
Oats— No.

..................... .46
White ............... .31 ffP .33
PORK-Mess ......................
@10.50
2.

2

INDIANAPOLIS
Beef cattle. ....................4.50 @ 6.25

Wheat—

No. 2 Red ............... .87

Corn— Mixed ....................
Oats— No. 2 ......................

.42
.24

EAST LIBERTY

@
&
&

.88
.43
.25

CATTLE-Best ....................6.60 HP 6.00
6.00 @ 5.50
Common .............. 4.00 HP 4.50
Hoos .............................4.25 HP 4.75
Sheep ............................3.60 HP 4.25

BUFFALO.

1

6.50
4.50
Sheep ............................4.60

@
@
@

6.00
5.00

5.60

ices were being held in the Congregational

Church in East Haven, a village five miles
this city, yesterday. As the pastor,
Rev. Mr. Clark, gave out his text a dove,
which had made its way into the church
unperceived, flew down from its perch in

from

the galleryand alighted on the large Bible

from which the minister was reading. The
bird remained near the pulpit during the
rest of the service, and. at its close flattered

to the pastor’s head. It was afterward
discovered that the bird belonged to ft
small boy, and for some reason or other
followed its owner to the charoh. The
preacher’s text was, “I saw the spirit descending from above -like a dove and it
rested upon Him."

•• •/*

Army

Veterans of the

of the Tennessee

Hold Their Eighteenth Annual
Branion.

The

Society of the Army of the Tenneu-

see held its eighteenth annual reunion in

Chicago on the 9th and 10th of September*
•Gen. Sherman presiding. There was a
large attendance,includingGen. Logan,
Govs. Alger of Michigan, Sherman of Iowa,
Oglesby of Illinois, ex- Gov. Fletcher of
Missonri, Gen. J. B. Sanborn of Minne-

i-

«
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gistic

of the

late

The Eleventh

district is the only one in

State that had no Prohibition candidate

th«
for

Congress.
B. M. Cutcheon,
Gen.
Byron
M.
Cutcheon,
of
Manistee,
An Elopement New Atlanta Followed by The Changes That Hare Taken Place
8. O. Fisher.
represents the Ninth District, composed of
Throughout the Country.
a Bloody Tragedy-Three Men
Spencer
0.
Fisher, of West Bay City,
the counties of Antrim, Charlevoix, Kalkaska, Lake, Manistee,Mason, Mecosta, Representative in Congress from the Tenth
Killed.
Missaukee,Muskegon. Newaygo, Oceana, District, composed pf the counties of Al[Washington special.]
He was born in cona, Alpena, Bay, Cheboygan, Clare,
cfoid.
Since the present administrationtook Osceola and Wexford.
fAtlant*(Ga.) special]
Pembroke,
N.
H.,
in
1836.
At the age of Crawford,Emmet, Gladwin,Iosco, Montcharge of the reins of Government no
A bloody tragedy occurred at a late hour harder- worked officials have been found io 13 he entered the Pembroke Academy, morency, Ogemaw, Oscoda, Otsego,
Presque Isle. Roscommon, and Tuscola.
Washington than those employed in the taught school at the age of 17, and shortly
this afternoon on Davis street resultingin
Was bom in the townshipof Camden, Hillfafter
removed
to
Michigan,
locating
ni
three men being mortally wounded and two appointment branch of the PostofficoDeY’psilanti.
Became
principal
of
Birmingpartment. During the last six months
happy familiesbroken up. John Maxwell nearly one-fourth of the Postmasterahips ham Academy, in Oakland County, in 1857.
is a prominent fresco contractor in this
Entered the University of Michigan and
of the first, second, and third classes, whose
city. Ho has a son, Matthew Maxwell, vfho
commissionsare signed by the President, graduated as a member of the class of 1861,
is a carriage-builder,and three handsome
have been changed,while over one-eighth when ho accepted tne position of Professor
and attractive daughters. The second one,
of Ancient Languages,etc., in the Ypsiof the nearly 59,000 fourth-classand crossMiss Ida, a beautiful brunette, for some
roads offices, the commissions for which lanti High School. He entered the militime has been engaged, against the will of
are signed by the PostmasterGeneral, have tary service in 18l»2. Was Second
the family, to John R. Shelton, a wellnow a new Postmaster.The records of the Lieutenant 20th Michigan Infantry, July
known young man of this city. This afterdepartmentshow that the following changes 15, 1862. Captain, July 29. 1862. Major,
noon Matthew Maxwell learned that in Postmasters have taken place in the October 14, 1862. Lieutenant Colonel,
at
o’clock Shelton would be at
November 16, 1863. Wounded in action at
the family residence for the pur- States and Territoriesnamed:
Spottsylvauia Court House, Va., May 10,
pose of taking Miss Ida away and
1864. Brevet Colonel U. S. Volunteer*,
making her his wife. To prevent this,
August 18, 1864, “for gallant serviceat the
•o ,i£^
State.
•sit. o
State.
he went home at the hour named, and upon
'S’SlT*
battles of the Wilderness, Va., and Spottsylarrivingthere found the house locked up.
vonia, Va., and during the operations be-

G. M. Dodge of Iowa. Genn
Hickenlooper and Force of Ohio, and
Bishop Fallows of Chicago. The Treasurer’s report showed $10,000 cash on hand.
Gens.
Logan, Oglesby,
AJCiin. Sherman,
uuv*
i and
l J
Baum, and Bishop Fallows were selected
to prepare resolutionson the death
of General Grant. Governor Oglesby
delivered the address of welcome. He of
fered them in behalf of the soldiers of
Illinois their platter, canteen, and cup. He
had heard somethingof their deeds, knew
...
•
a
something of their fame, and had a strong
sentiment of gratitudefpr the gloriouswork
______
o aliA /To
rrr\nA nv
they had accomplishedio the days gone by.
As
of a nation’slife, and the
MK the
Lilt. Ruardians
lilt*
.
____
___
nr net t nrmiPQ
representativesof one of the great armies
of
the
country,
he
bade
them
welcome to
.ft
the hospitable soil of Illinois.Gen.
Sherman delivered nn address eulosota, Gen.

.

POSTMASTERS.

A GEORGIA SHOOTING-BEE.

FIGHTING THEIR BATTLES OVER.

MICHIGAN CONGRESSMEN.

"

2

'

After severalineffectualattempts to get in,
he broke down the door and entered. He
found Miss Ida within with her hat on, as
if ready to go out. Seeing that she was
determined, the brother put her in a room
on the second floor, locked her up, and
then left to find his father, and inform him
of what was going on. Returning in ten
. sister
-!-1~ had
ir J es
•"
migrates he found that his

Gen.

Grant.
The speaker accepted all the hospitanes
extended, and then said he would devote
his attention to “the old and first commander.” It was Gen. U. S. Grant who
had, during the cold winter of 1861-’62,
rafbed a company at Cairo, 111., and it was
he who took his final leave of his family
and friends on earth on July 23, 1885; all
were willing to admit that mankind had lost

........

.

caped. Young Maxwell started out to hunt
his sister, ana soon learned that she had
been married to Shelton by the Rev. Virgil
Norcross. Contiuning the search, Maxwell
and his father visited the residence
of Shelton’s mother. As they approached they saw Shelton standing
just inside the doorway. Father and son in
an excited manner advanced, and Shelton
met them with a large claw-hammer in his
hand. The old man opened the fight, and
as Shelton struck at him with the hammer
the son sprung in between. The hammer
came down with much force upon Matthew

Alabama.......
Alaska ........
Arizona .......
Arkansas. .....
California .....
Colorado ......

121
l
7

fore Petersburg. Va." Colonel 27th Michigan Infantrv, November 12, 1864. Resigned March 6, 1805. Brevet Brigadier
General U. 8. Volunteers,March 13, 1865.
“for conspicuousgallantryat the battle of
the Wilderness, Va." He commanded the

Missonri _____

Montana.....
Nebraska....

ITljNevada ........
39:N. Hampshire.
32,New Jersey....

Connecticut .
Dakota ........
Delaware......

41

New Mexico...
New York .....

21

North Carolina

28

.

I

Florida. .......
Ohio.
10 131 Oregon.
Georgia .......
•
Pennsylvania
3|
28
Idaho .........
_.J Rhode Island.,
Illinois ........ 31 ' 320
43, 453 South Carolina
Indiana .......
1| 12 Tennessee.....
Indian Ter....
Iowa .......... 40! issl Texas. ........
Kansas. ...... 29 151 Utah ...........
.

Vermont

Kentucky .....

184

Louisiana....
Maine ........
Mar viand....

Virginia........
60 Washington T.
140 Went Virginia.

dale County, Febiuary3, 1843, and has resided in Michigan his entire life. He is 8
lumberman and banker by occupation.He
is now serving his second term as Mayor
of West Bay City; was a delegate to tho
Democratic National Convention at Chicago, in 1884. and has been twice elected Alderman. He is a Democrat,and wa* elected on the Fusion ticket, as Representative
in the Forty -ninth Congress, by a vote of
15,366, to 13,078 for Charles F. Gibson*
Republican,and 855 for Alfred M. Webster, Prohibitionist.

.......

73!

Massachuse’ts

28

Wisconsin.

141 Wyoming.

Michigan. .....
Minnesota..,..
Mississippi....

4'-';

524 6309
108! Totals
kindred spirit His comrades,who had
shared with him the trials of the campaigns
The number of Presidentialoffices in the
from Henry to Vicksburg, knew better than
country is 6,309. while the fourth-class
anv other that a great soldier, a loving man, Maxwell’s head, crushing his skull fearfully.
offices aggregate48,421. The table shows
and a wise statesman had been taken off. Instantlytwo pistol-shotswere heard, and
Minor State Happening*.
Hundreds, aye, thousandsof pens were en- the father and Shelton fell mortally wound- that the greater number of changes thus
far have been made in Ohio, where the
ed
on
young
Maxwell’s
bleeding
form.
The
-Neebisb,
Chippewa County, is * new
gaged in an effort to describe the man who
did so much in so short a time. These father was found shot in the abdomen and number is 641. New York comes next
postofflee.
looked to the comrades of the Army of the Shelton in the left side. While the_ three with 598; then Indiana with 508; Virginia
with
455;
and
Pennsylvania
with
449.
— Mauistique harbor is receiving a great
'ere lying on the ground in a group,
Tennessee for information which ought to men wen
____ the
.he life-blood flowing rapidly from
Be forthcoming,and which he would try to with
many improvements.
LUMBERMEN FRIGHTENED.
give. He met Grant at West Point in 1839. their wounds, the bride fell on them, kiss—Book agents when they strike Man*
*ae speaker was then a classman, a more ing first one and then another. The atSecond Brigade, Second Division, Ninth
exalted position,ho asserted,than he had tending physicianssay that young Max- Some $16, 000, 000 Worth of Public Lands Army Corps, from October 16, 1864, until istique are compelledto pay a licenseof $1
Declared Public Domain.
ever reached since, althongh he had been well will not live an hour, while the father
the date of his resignation,having been per day.
reasonably successful in life. One day a and Shelton may live a day or two.
compelled to leave tne service on uccounl
iWasbinfilton dispatch.
—A new stige route will soon be in
Secretary Lamar has rendered a decision of sickness in his family.
number of the classmen were perusing a
in regard to the Ontonagonland grant,
list of names of cadets, and among them
At
the
close of the war he entered the operationbetween Manlstlque and El*
THE DEADLY GAS.
which is calculated to make a commotion law school of the University of Michigan, cauaba, touching at Fayette and other
appeared that of “ U. S. Grant. ” '1 his wafc
regarded as a somewhat singular name, and
among
a number of prominent capitalists graduating in March, 1866. Admitted to
An Unlooked-forExplosion in a Pottsville
point*.
the boys began to cogitate as to what the
in the West. For several years efforts have the bar at Ann Arbor, in 1866. Practiced
Colliery Causes the Death of a Boy and
been
made
in
one
guise
and
another
to
get
—A Bay City man ha* a tobacco plant
initials “ U. S. " meant. Some thbught they
law at Ionia in 1866-7, when he removed to
Fatally Injures Five Men.
meant “United States,”others that the “8."
a confirmationby act of Congressfor the
Manistee.
growing in hi* yard. The plant i* lix feet
[Pottsville(Pa.) special]
meant •‘Sam," and still others “Uncle
title to a large amount of lands in Northern
On March 20. 1867, he was appointed a ten inches high and the stalk is five inches
A
gas
explosion
took place this morning Michigan. T
Sam." However, Grant served under the
Jhis land was withdrawn from member of the Board of Control of Railname of “Sam" in the Mexican war in the in the Olto Colliery, operated by the Phila- sale because it was granted to the Ontona- roads. In 1860 he was appointed President in circumference.The largest leaves arc
Fourth Infantry. The speaker knew very delphia and Reading Coal and Iron Com- gon & Brule River Railroad. In spite of of the Michigan Soldiers' Home Commis- twenty-six inches long and nineteen inches
little of Grant while nt West Point
repeated directionsfrom the General Land sion by the Governor.In 1868 he was
wide.
becanse one was
classman and pany, one boy being killed and five men Office the land agents at the Marquette elected' one of the Presidential electors
fatally injured. Eleven others were also
—It is now thought Marquette will have
the other was a plebe, and classmen would
Land Office sold these lands right along to from this State. In 1870 he was chosen
more or less severely burned. About 450
hardly deign t.> notice plebes. Grant’s replumbermen at $1.25 per acre.
City Attorney by a Democratic coancil the branch State prison. Hon. Peter
men and boys are employed in the mine,
ulution while serving in the Fourth InFor years these purchasers have paid City attorney of Manistee in 1871, and White has offered to donate forty acres of
both inside and outside. In the new level,
fantry in the Mexican war was that of a
taxes on these lands. Settlers who could Prosecnting Attorney of that county in
land for a site. The commissioner*were
upon which work has been prosecuted, defy the purchasers went and built houses
willing officer,evefrendyto do the fighting,
1873-4. In 1875 he was elected Regent of
the coal has been throwing off sulphur and
extremely social and fri-udly with his feland cleared farms on the tract, trusting to the State University for the term of six understood to favor a site half-way bethis rose to tho upper level, where a gang
tween Ispheming and Negannee. but no
lows; but in no sense did he display those
time to give them title. The lumbermen
was at work. Not long before the ex- claim they bought in good faith and should years. He was elected to the Forty-eighth
qualities that were developed during the
Congress
in 1882; re-electedin 18ts4.
land could be secured on any terms, the
plosion Patrick Kilrain and his sou came
civil war. It was the old commanderwho
be given patents. The last bill before Conmining corporation refusing to sell
out with naked lights, but noticed no gas.
had restored .order when chaos had been
gress proposedto confirm titles only where
S.C. M offal t.
A
short time afterward severalmen came
let loose and’ tho gates of hell were vride
—Almost every town of any pretensions
there was no counter-claim by settlers. The
out, and as soon as the door was opened
The Eleventh CongressionalDistrict,
property is worth from $10,000,001) to $20,open all around.'He raised the dark curwhateverin the State sends in complaints
there was a terrific explosion.John Lynn
comprising the counties of Baraga, Benzie,
tain that enshroudedthe Federal commond000,000, and covers a number of mines and
was the name of the lad killed. The fatally
Chippewa,Delta, Grand Traverse, Hough- of burglaries more or less severe, from not
ers when he won the victoryat Belmont, so
severalfine, growing villages.Tho question
injured were: Thomas Lynn, 27, single;
ton, Isle Royal, Keweenaw, Leelanaw, Mackboodle up to a goodly haul. The trade is
that it was only necessaryto follow the
of title was argued recently by ex- Senator
burned about the hands and face. Robert
coarse mapped out. He did not onro how
McDonald for the settlers,and Assistant inac, Manitou. Marquette, Menominee. On- either becoming more fascinating or more
Lynn, 24; burned on breast, head, and
tonagon and Schoolcraft,is represented by
a battle wag fonght so long us it was won.
Secretary Jenks wrote the decision which
profitable, or else the times have made
arms. John Graham, 30, married, with wife
Inclosing, Gen. Sherman said it was
SecretaryLamar has, after careful con- Seth C. Moffatt,of Traverse City. Mr.
and two children; burned about the body.
more people reckless from being hard np
Moffatt
was
born
in
Battle
Creek,
Mich.,
fitting that the dead hero should find his
sideration,approved. It simply upsets the
Alexander Frew, 30, married, with wife and
August 1. 1841. He received a commou- or without opportunity of employment.
last rest ng place in New York, and hoped
cash-entry men and throws into the public
two children; badly burned on head and
• that any monuments to bo erected would,
domain the greater portion of the land in school education there, and removed in
— A Michigan girl outdid her compan*
body. John Smith, single, 24; burned in
the fall of 1858, with his parents, to
like himself, be strong and simple. He
question.
the face and on the body. The father of
Colon, St. Joseph County, where he ions in a craze for autograph albums by
then introduced Gen. Sanborn.
the Lynn boys was killed by a fall of coal
spent two years as a teacher in the having about one hundred letters from the
Gen. J. B. . Sanborn also paid an eloNOT
SNAKES,
BUT
FIRE.
in 18^6. The (xplosiou created more than
seminary. In tho fall of 1860 he entered
quent and graceful tribute to Gen. Grant.
rame number of men bound in a volume
ordinary surprise,becanse this colliery was
Gen. William F. Vilas was then demandA Liquor-CrazedMan Sees an Imaginary the literary department of he Michifor her parlor table. As the missives repconsidered more than usually safe. Many
gan
University,
but
being
obliged
to
abaned by the audience, and gracefullycame
Fire and Leaps from a Window, Fatally
of the men engaged were employed on new
don the literary course, he entered the law resented her extensive and unusual sentiforward, when he was received with enthuInjuring Himself.
levels, and were not taking out coal. The
department the following year. He grad- mental correspondencesince she had arsiastic applause.
Boston special.]
force of tho explosion was somethingfearuated thence in 1863. During his last
He said it had been understoodthat his
Peter McCory, who had been drinking,
rived at the age of chirographythe collecful, and resembled the report of an imyear at Ihe University he was in the office
part in the programme was to be that of
awoke about 1 o'clock this morning with
tion proved very interestingto callers.
mense quantity of gunpowder.
silence. He felt that he would 1 e a daring
the idea that the house was on fire and that
man indeed who would attempt extem—The imaginative individual who gave A
it was his duty to save the lives of the inTHE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
poraneously to add to the burning words
mates. After having conducteda numbei
description of that $2,000,000 a ton rock
. of the soldier-president and chosen orator
of imaginary persons to a window and sent
discovered near Negaunee was too previous.
Circular
from
the
General
Land
Office.
upon that grand theme of Grant
them to the ground, as ho imagined,
[Washington telegram.]
All well-informedmining men draw tha
He would, however, touch upon one
by a safety chute, he decided to save himA circular has been issued by the Land self in the same manner. His wife, by this
feature which added greatly to the fame he
line at $1,000,000 a ton, and a man whose
• had bo justly earned. He alluded to the Office modifyingthe former circularissued time being awakened by the noise, was
rock exceeds this is looked on with suspilove he had won from the enemies he had by that bureau prescribing the rights of horrified to see him making preparations to
cion. A million dollars a ton is richness
railroad
companies
in
cutting
timber
from
fought, and pictured the grieving ex-Condive out of the window, head first With a
enough for all practical purposes.— fifarfederate officers standing by the death-bed public lauds. The circular states that tim- bound she landed upon the floor and sucof the man who had struck such deadly ber can be cu£ only during the time of con- ceeded in grasping one of her husband's
quette Mining Journal.
blows against them, with tears of honest, struction of the railroad and immediately legs just as he shot out of the window.
—The establishment of a “County House"
manly sympathy glistening in their eyes. adjacent to the line of road under con- Shriekingfor help, she still hung on, but
Grant had not fought for selfish ambition, struction. No more timber must be cut before the arrival of aid her strength gave
in Schoolcraft County seems to be a paying
nor waged war through vindictiveness. than is actuallyrequired for the construc- out and she was obliged to let go her hold,
arrangement.The Mauistique Pioneer
His love of country was too great for this, tion of the road-bed, bridges, culverts, her husband falling to the sidewalk below,
says: Before the Poor House was opened
and that very love endeared him to his ene- etc., and such timber cannot be cut for fuel, where he was picked up unconsciousand
it cost the county $4 per week to board
mie *. It was Grant’s quiet, earnest labor station-houses,sheds, and other structures. conveyedto the city hospital.On account
The
trees
cut
must
not
be
less
than
each pauper; now it costs $1.25. The poor
in behalf of returning harmony among
of the terribleinjuries received, there are
the sections that had materiallyled eight inches in diameter, and none but but slight hopes of his recovery.
are cared for just as well, and in some cases
Tto the grateful reuniting, now hap- authorized agents of railroad companies
better, than they were before. Then, too,
pily accomplished, of tho once divided and will be Allowed to out timber. Railroad
COURT OF ALABAMA CLAIMS*
the poor are where they can be frequently
fiercelyfighting sections of the country, companiesare not authorized to sell timber
and when he died who were found follow- so cut to other companies or individuals. The Salary of the Government Counsel
seen by the officer*; they are subjectedto
ing his body to its last rest but the leading The companies are prohibited'from cutting1
better discipline;they are better off.
Stopped.
generals now survivingof the enemies timber on public mineral lands, Indan
[Washington telegram.
—The Huron Times recalls the memory
with whom he combated.He referred to reservations,or public parks. The right of
First Controller Durham to-day stopped
the two communicationswhich passed be- a company to cut timber within a section
of
the awful fires which devastated tha
a requisitionto pay the salary of J. A. J.
ceases at the expiration of five years after
tween Grant and Buckner, and pictured
iwetm
----- -thumb
of Michigan,” commencing Sept
Creswell. Government counsel before the
Grant’s joyful reception of the approach the definitelocation of the section.This
Court of Commissioners of Alabama
5,
1881.
A* an anniversaryreminder it
ing
ig uhity and peace, and in most eloquent circular materiallymodifies the old circular
of Hon. Thomas M. Cooley. After graduaClaims, for the month of August, until it
says:
“Traces
of the great calamity are,
and feelihg terms referred to the fact that in limiting the* territory within which is settled that there is any balance duo him. tion he entered the law office of Hon. Byron
the sunshine of a sweet and enduring timber can be cut to the immediatevicinity The First Controller takes the gonnd that D. Ball, at Grand Rapids. In the spring of each year, growing fainter, unless we ex1864. he removed to Lyons and began the
•peace was the glorious fruitionof the years of the line under construction,as it haa
cept tho lines of care and sufferingon the
Mr. Creswell is not entitled to a fixed salbeen the practice to cut the timber anypractice of law. From there he went to
ary of $8,000 per annum, but that that
^Resolutionsof respectto the memory of where within the terminal limits of the sum is named as the limit of the fees to bo Northport, Leelanaw County, in the fall of faces of many who faced the awful dangers
road, and another important modification
1866. He was at once elected Prosecuting and endured the privatum and suffering
the old commander were adopted.
allowed him for the trial of cases. He says
The committee to name officers pre- is the limitationof the time within which that the law organizing the court provided Attorney for that county and re-elected in which followed. God grant tnat our peo- 1868. In 1870 he was elected State Senator
seated the following names in their re- the companies may cut timber.
that the Governmentcounsel shonld repie may never again be called upon to un*
from the 31st district, and served through
port. which was adopted unanimously:
ceive a reasonablecompensation for each
dergo another such baptism. "
President—General W. T. Sherman.
the
regular
and
extra
sessions
of
1871-2,
MURDEROUS APACHES
case tried, and that sibsequent laws limited
Vice Presidents—Major Gcorae W. Colby, of
and
the Edmonds impeachment trial. He
—The Midland Sun says that the oldest
such compensationto $8,000 per annum.
Alabama* Colonel W. 8. Oliver, of Arkansas;
Oap^n Richard a Tuthtll. of Illinois:Lieu- Pursued by Mexican Troops— Soldier* The court, however, he says, neglectedto was appointeda member of the Constitu- log-scaleron the Saginaw River, and perKilled.
tional Commission of 1873. In the spring
tenant Coonel J. M. Drew of Indiana;
fix the amount of a “reasonable compensaMajor Charles E. Putnam, of Iowa ^Colonel A.
of 1874 ho was appointed Register of the haps in the State, is S. B. Brown, of East
[Tucson (Arizona) dispatch.]
tion," and has ^legally treated that item as
-J-J. lieay, of
Oi Missouri;
niiHHuun;Captida^MoCro^ of
nd office at Traverse
Saginaw, who has been engaged in the busUnited States lanu
^ City,
~-y
Advices from Oposwia.Sonora, say that a fixed salary.
Minnesota;Capt in W. 8. Burns, of
;
vice Lieut Gov. Bates, deceased, and held iness thirty-fiveyears, having commenced
General E. Ml Murray, of Kentucky : General Angust 30 the Mexican regulars were fol•ri-va
the office until its removal to Reed City, in
GeogeE. Wells, of Ohio; GeneralJ.M.Rojk. lowing up the track of Apaches. Three of
in Maine thirty-five years ago, and continThe Base-BallChampionship.
•of Wisconsin;Major W. M. Dnnn, of the United
1878. In that year he was elected Prosetheir soldiersstrayed away and stumbled on
, The rice for the base-ball championship cuting Attorney of Grand Traverse County. ned in the businesssince that time. Mr.
CorresDonding Becret&ry — General A Hick- the Apaches at Rancher^,near Sierra
is becoming interestingto the lover* of the
Having been elected Representative in the Brown has resided in Michigan about
Blanca. Two of them were killed, but the
State Legislature in 1880. his name was at twenty- eight years. He once
^e^ording Secretary—Colonel L. M. Dayton.
other escaped. The Mexican troop* heard game. The other clubs are so far in the
Tressurer—GeneralM. F. Force,
rear that they are ont of the question, and
once mentioned in connection with the
the firing and went up. The Indian* evao000,603 logs in two hundred d
It was determinedto hold the next meet- uated. It is said that sixty Indian* ward the contest has nartowed down to the New
—
* '"**•
—ua.
latter
never before accomplished on
ing at Rock Is.and, III., Se^pb 15 ^ and^fi, in the hand. It i* estimated by the
with
Though Mr. Brown Is
cans that there are 150 Apaches in Sou
that
quet at the Grand Pacific Hotel, at which Col de Gourro has 400 regulars in p““
were made in response
Other force* of Mexican troop* are -
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adding the products,we obtain

ROUND OAK STOVES!

81,349,846 bushels as the probable total
yield in the State. This

Wb

4,843,845 bush-

is

Lave, Just received from the pub- els in excess of the highest previous offici-

lisher a neat

new book, containinf plans

estimate. This enormous increase over

al

and specifications for twenty-five houses previous estimates will doubtlesscause
of all sizes, from two rooms up, also en- very general surprise, but to no one more

showing the appearanceof

gravings

The Best

in the World

would exceed the

Geo. W.

Ogllvie

&

Go., 386 Lake Street, Chicago, are the
publishers, and will mail

To

the question,

35 cents, to any address.

The X. AO. R. B.

A. B.

which variety of wheat

B0SMAN,
(Mscrei

has given the highest yield per acre, 352

arc divided

and Diagonal

-dealerIn-

in

between 39 other varieties.

Fancy and Fashionable

Wednesday from New York, son, 117 Fultz, 58 Egyptian,and 44 Lan
where he was in consultation with the caster. To the question, which variety is
owners of the properly. Mr. Latcha says third in order of yield, 58 answer Claw
son, 72 Fultz, 53 Egyptian, and 59 Lanthe principal owners and directors of the
October and caster. In the northern countiesthe orinto the lumber region of der of yield is nearly the same as in the

will go over the road in

will

go up

to look over the

ground and de- southern part of the

termine if they will build the 150 additional miles the road needs to

make

State.

Eighth Street.

Repairing promptly and neatly
done

country looking for

tel,

at

7:30

Rev. N. M. Steflens will occupy

7

It is said that the pension department meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.
is about to Investigate the matter of a pen- welcome.
sion obtained by a Mrs. Cook, mother of

she was dependent upon one of her sous
who was killed in the army. It is said
that Post-masterCook gained possession
of the draft for the back pension and only
gave up the money when forced to do so
by legal proceedings. It is a mystery how
the voucherswere attested, and how Postmaster Cook got possession of the draft
which would come addi eased to his
mother is a question,as Mrs. Cook did

m.

The undersignedban purchased the efore and
stock of good# of M. Jonkman,on River street,
opposite the Phoenix Planing Mill, and will herewill do well to examine our stock before going out after conduct Jhe bnainess. lie has a large stock of
of town to bay the same goods at fancy prices.

Third Reformed Church— Rev.

tfroek, Pastor. Services

2

p.

m.

The

“v

01 DRESS

at

BRUSSE

.
to

BROS..

1885,

Holland, Mich., September 4,

be procured in Ihe market,and I sell
them at

Bottom

Figures

!

Flour and Feed,

81-4

D.

School Books,
Slates,

Second-Hand Stoves

Goods will be delivered to

Pencils,

"The

(

Give me a Call.

and Papers,

R. K.

EVER OPENED IN HOLLAND.

Af-

Good

Bargains

A

!

of the First and Third Reformed churches,

give cur debtors.” Evening, "Daniel’s
advancements.”

There !b a lelt plmn- In the core, ami ail rders
given through n will be promptlyattended to.

Inks,

“The baptism of

filth commandment.”In

charge.

Tens,

7:80.

the evening there will be a union service

any part of the city free of

Sponges,

Bought ane Sold.

p. m.

from Heaven.”

Jesus and the voice

With honest and fair dealing he hopes to retain
all old customers of the store and obtain many
new ones.

The largeststock of

Call and get

Subjects: Morning,

and Glassware,

School Opening!

9:30 a. m., and

Sunday School at 3:45

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at

ternoon,

PURPOSES,

Crockery,

Holland. Mich

and an

A. B.

BOSMAN,

Holland, Mich., Sept. 7, 1885.

32-8m

ELEGANT BOOK

of

a

Sarsaparilla is a medicine that,
during nearly 40 years, in all
parts of the world, has proved its efficacy as the best blood alterative known
to medical science.

#4

All.

SARSAPARILLA

FREE PRESS

YATES

1885.

National Associationof Tanners
Holland Christian Ref. Church—

and Hide and Leather dealers held a con-

Iron, and other potent ingredients.
-Ser-

|Q
19

vices at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.

Grand Pacific
Prof. G. Boers, o! Grand Rapids, will
on last Tuesday and Wednesday.
preach.
About one thousand representativesof
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
the tanning industry and hide and
leatlier interests are In attendance. The George, Pastor. Services at 10 ^0 a. m.,
presidentof the association is James E. and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
vention in Chicago at the

Fall Opening

hotel

and the secretary Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.
P. W. Clarke, of Chicago. This is the Subjects: Morning, ‘ Pariing counsel.”
third convention of the association, the Evening, "The Pastor's care."
Mooney,

of Cincinnati,

and The Household.

—
Vs***

—

AT

of'

Van Fatten

G.

!

second having been held

I

-cinnati, the latter last

number

of

March.

A

large

&

nothing else so good for the purification of the blood is within the range of

Sons.

pharmacy.

HUI
UHL

To-day, Saturday, I wilj have a special
attention of the delegates a part of the
sale of Watches and Jewelry, sacrificing
time they are here. The principal subject
goods of this character to make room for
of discussionin the conventionwas the a new stock. Good bargains will be given
raising of stock with the

view

everyone. Come early as I go to New
York for a new stock of goods and "Cheap
to hides.
John" will give some special bargains be-

of obtain-

ing the best possible results as

resolutionwas adopted condemning

ibarb-wire fences, the claim being

and

by tanners and hide

Holland,Mich., Sept.

animal is scratched by
the hide,

a

THE

GREAT

barb

18,

when tanned, useless to

into harness leather.

HOSIERY,
JERSEYS,

To

DOMESTICS.

sell Singer Sewing

Machines in Hoivicinity.Liberal pay to the
right party. Addreaa:
cut up
The Singer Manufacturing Co.,
Grand Rapids Mich.

We

have a new atock of

32-2t

ords kept by threshers, was 165,895, the
from which was 8.445,567 bushels,—

•o average of 20 and 71 hundredthsbushels per acre.

Hie number of acres threshed in

the

northern counties was 17,848; yield, 869,-

80 hun-

Protect your Children.
The season is upon ua when children especiallyare attacked by summer complaintsand malignant diarrhoea often with
fatal results. The moat effecientand recognized remedy for this is Dr. Schouten’i
Compound Syrup of Rhubarb. Sold by
all

dealers In

mediclnea.

27-tf

dredths bushels per acre.

The yield per acre

in the southern

Fancy Wool Yarns in all ahados and
a tall line of Fancy Goods at
D. BERTCH’S New
82-2t

coun-

colors and

a trifle more than a bushel, and in
the northern counties nearly one and

ties is

#

Store.

Golden Seal Bitters is meeting with
grand success wherever used. It is an article of great merit. Every family should
each , Acre It in the house. It is the coming

three-fourths bushels, greater than in any
previous year.

-

.
of the southernfour

Multiplyingthe acres in wheat

j
1

Aykr’s
Dll

DIE

Sarsaparilla.

.

(

VIUC

the blood and building
the system require
time in serious cases, but benefit will
be derived from the use of Ayxr’s
Sarsaparilla more speedily than
from anything else.
for which like effects are
falsely claimed, is abun-

TIIVflrTintl Qp

line of

iMEmniilE

PlDIuINL

aleo keep at all time* a completeline of

FAHILT NEWSPAPER

BERTBCH.

and

tb”* 10 corrupted through dls-

ease is made pure, and blood
weakened through diminution of the
red corpuscles is made strong, by

FRESH GROCERIES.

Underwear in the best and cheapest

bushels;average, 21

AAR

•

dent’s Furnishing Goods.

The following are some of the main qualities,Hats and Caps for winter wenr,
and everything in the line of Gent’s Furfacta taken from the crop report issued
nishing Goods can beprocured at the new
from the office of the Secretaryof State store of D.
32-2t
180 dated September 1, 1885:
The largest stock of Dry Goods, Dress
'Ihe number of acres of whpat threshed
Goods and Fancy Notions ever displayed
up to gbout August 35, in the southern in this city is now at the new store of
four tiers of counties, as shown by the recD. BERTSCH.

462

full

FUR CAPS.
We

.yield

HATS, aid a

effectiverenovation
of the system must

remedy.

.dLUUU

hnd and

Michigan drop Report.

'V’

Ol

YARNS,

1885.

UUQilL T

nCLIADLL

and a full atock of

Agent Wanted.

renders

it

nUVf

include not only the removal of cor*
ruption from the blood, but Ua enrichment and the strengthening of the
vital organs.
DEI iadi E witnesses, all over the
world, testify that this
work is better accomplished by Aykr’s
Sarsaparilla than by any other

UNDERWEAR.

leather dealers

that barbed wire ruins more hides than
grubs or any other cause, as whenever an

I

fore he goes.

made

atructive taint to posterity.

TUADAIICUI V

DRESS GOODS,
FLANNELS,
REPELLENTS,

“Cheap John.”

position, and the display will engage the

A

have just received a full line and a complete
Block of

the members have exhibits of

leather and tanners’ machinery at the ex-

V

the use of this remedy Is it
possible for a person who has
corrupted blood to attain sound health
and prevent transmission of the de»

DRY GOODS,

jfyffial fjotifw.

t,

I

We

,ea(ilng physicians of the United
States, who know the composition

ilb

of Aybk’s Sarsaparilla, say that

ot

in Cln-

your blood vitiatedby derangements
of the digestive and HMlmllatory functions? is it tainted by Scrofula? or
does it contain the poison of Mercury
or Contagious Disease?

TUP

.

first and

.KTSS

genuine Honduras Sarsaparilla) is its
base, and Us powers arc enhancedby
the extracts of Yellow Dock and 8tiflingta, the Iodides of Potassiumand

KANE.

Sc

Holland. Mich., September 4.

WKRKMAX.

1883.

AyCQfQ
1 tn O

SCHOOL BOOK.

Gome One and

duly 2-1.

Of Confidence.

FH/EB
TO EVERY PURCHASER

.

WORTHY,

beautiful

Decorated Book Cover,

Steffens.

in Chicago.

PHOENIX

need of a fine snit for

In

BPESS

All are

when a missionary sermon will be
not know of the pension being granted preached by Rev. Dr.
*
until several months after the dratt had
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
been sent to her.— A&pan Democrat.
Services at 9:80 a. m., and 2 p. m. SunT. Trottzr, of Grand Haven, met with
a serious accident through a run-a-way day school at 8:45. Subjects;Morning,
term he was driving on last Saturday. "Spirits, animals, and the will of) His
His leg was so badly iractured below the
people, it is all subjected to Christ.” Afknee that amputation may be necessary.
ternoon, "Forgive us our debts as we forThe Tanners Xeeting

Sept. 4, 1885.

Cheap Cash Store!
Anyone

last

the Saugatuck postmaster. Mrs. Cook
was granted a pension on the ground that

always be found to be

READY FOR

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:30 a. m., and :80 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,

Pastor. Subjects: Morning, “Chrlsi’s
Sunday night the steamer righteousness better than our own.’’ EveDouglas took 9,000 baskets of peaches
from Saugatuck, Douglas, and Pier Cove ning/'Jealousand intelligentlove.” Conto Chicago,and on last Tuesday the A. gregational singing. Opening Anthems
B. Taylor carried the same amount across. by the choir. Weekly praise and prayer

On

Holland, Mich.,

FIRST-CLASS.

tot,

HEROLD.

E.

the-

the pulpit.

Capt. Howlett, of Grand Haven, has
purchased 9,000 acres of pine lands from
New York partiesIn the Upper Peninsula.

EIGHTH STREET.

46,

-aiid-

the operating expenses, and the first week Chnrch Items with the Services for
To-morrow.
in September was better than the first
First Reformed Church, services at
week of August. This indicates increas9:30 a. m., and 2. p. m. Sunday School
ing business, and is the best record the
3:30. Weekly prayer meeting with the
road ever made. There is some talk in
Third
Reformed Church, on Thursday,
the East of the Hocking Valley people

Neighboring News.

NO.

TKIIIING

and

will

a

taking hold of the road.

CALL AND SEE US.

We

the receipts were $6,000 more than

ust

TOK

THE ROUND OAK
-is

good and reavement,in the death of our husband
and father. Mrs. G. J. Dinkkloo,
cheap route, The present business is very
Joan Dinkeloo.
encouragingin comparisoo. During AugHolland, Mich., Sept. 18, 1885.
in that

in

the large cities, while the

desire to express pur thanks for the
good property. The northern terminus aid rendered and for the kind words of
has not been decided yet. Men are now sympathy expressed during our recent be-

up

Fants Fattems
whlca will compare with anything to be fonnd

A CARD.

it

OUSTOM WORK.

the latest weaves and colors are kept in stock,
together with a choice assortment of

returned last

Michigan

Having just secured the services of &
competent and capable shoemaker, especial attention will be paid to

WORSTEDS,

A Toledo dispatch says that Receiver To the question, which variety has given
Latcha, of the Michigan & Ohio Railroad, the second highest yield, 88 answer Claw-

road

are the celebrated

SHOKS.

highest

Egyptian,16 Lancaster, and 53 answers

•

/

GROYER HAND SEWED

which, although not the largest, is without doubt
the finest and best selected line of goods
ever shown In this city.

Can be purchased of

on receipt of correspondentsin the southern four tiers
of counties answer Clawson, 94 Foltz, 36

it

among which

SHOES

Cloths and Trimmings,

that can not fail to be of value to those ever grown.
intend to build.

has Just received a large stock of the latest
st vies of Ladies' and Gentlemen’s

!

permanent and practicslvalue on subjects crop, but they did not look for an average
relative to building and building contracts per acre that

BETJSSE
BRO’S BOOTS &
have received a atock of

than the farmers themselves. The Au-

houses built from the plans given. In gust estimatesof correspondentsshow
addition It has valuable information of that the farmers expected a full average

who

Trade, IE,

For th. Fall

the average jie:d per acre in those coun-

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

average yield per acre in the same county,
thfl Brrw, jn thfl northerncoantift()bv

Bnd

in

tiers by the

]

family

medicine.

88-4

G.

1885.

PREPARED BY
Dr. J. O. Ayer

ATTENTION

sifssrs-

ffiSSasawi
****

im

tmrtSj.vsk'is'i"'

We will bay all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Aah Stave Bolts, 80 inchea long.
Elm

ThaFvw Pnaw CA, Batrwlt, MkL

FREE PRESS

A

Co., Lowell,

Mam*

Sold by all Druggist*: Price $1;

Farmers and

Woodsmen.
•e. Hww u
T.w •WTFl.tt* am D«Mr-

A/er’s Sarsaparilla,

VAN PUTTEN & SONS,

Holland, Sept. 4,

4.

the world’s confidence, is

Steve Bolts, 88 inches long.

“FACTS TO BE REMEMBERED.”

NIMROD

PLTJG-

tobacgo.
Is

the

BEST CHEW, the GREATEST SELLER,

and more used than any other Ping
It is always to good order; NEVER

ir

the State.

TOO HARD,

Black Ash Stave Bolts, 88 inchea long.
AND NEVER SWELLS; GIVES GOOD SAFBlack Aah Reading Boils 88 inches long IHFACTION, and not a box of It Is ever returned.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long. NIMROD Is THE CHOICE OF.THR CHBWER;
never stick* on the dealer's bands. This cannot
Pine Heading Bolts, 30 inches long.
be said of any other brand of Tobacco. For sale
For making contracts or further in* br aU Jobbers and retailers.
formationapply lo Fixter’s Stave Factory.

.

or to G.

ED. VER SC BURE, Supi.
Van Putten & Sons’ store.

S. W. VENABLE

£

CO.,

Holland city news.

w*n

Aver,*e

Serioui Emits,
t,iten fr°m
J?o. 17$.
15
^Wt specimens gave $S,9C3 in
Onfl or two Uusea u» Dr. oohouten’s ComJfe. IN .
W. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher. gold and ailver, newly all being gold. pound Syrup of Rhubarb checks in most
An Ordinance
These choice specimens varied in weight cases, diarhoea and the serious results oi Mailing the General Appropriation
Term* of Su!»orip Hon .
—dealer in—
summer complaints.Why run risks, when
Bill for the City of Holland, for
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1 75 if from six ounces to as many pounds, and
one bottle of this famous remedy furpaid at three month*, and $2.00 if
ibis was their average value. The second
the fiscal year, A. D. 1885.
GRANITE AND MA
nishes relief? Sold by all dealers and can
paid at rix months.
assay was made from the leanest piece of be obtained of Dr. R. A. Schouten,Cor. The City of Bolland Ordains:
Section l. That there shall be raised by tax
Pate* of advertUingmade known on anp'ticttlou. quartz which could be found in the rock of Wenham avenue and Divisionstreet,
upon all the taxable property in the City of HolYearly advertlaera nave the privilege of
ui three
taken
from
the vein. In this there was Grand Rapids, Mich. Price. 85 cents a land, Jor necessary expenses and liaLlliiles of said
change*.
bottle or three bottles for $1.00. 27-tf ci9r,.d.?rlDtf
year, oommsneingon the
Unslntaa Card* in City Directory, not over three no free gold visible to the naked eye or
third Monday in March, A. D. 1885.
lines. $'3 per annum.
distinguishable
with
the
aid
of
an
ordiFOR DYSPEPSIA snd Liver complaint,you
Notice* of Blrtha,Marriagea,and Death* pnb*
Ist. For the support of the "Public Schools of
I

'how

w ^ iwmiwwt

t?ie

MONUMENTS

lh®

llahed withont charge /or aub*crib«r*.
isF“Ali advertising bill* collectableanarterl

have » printedguaranteeon every bottleof Shi
Job’s Vltallzer. It never fails to cure. For sale
by Yates & Rsne.

nary prospector’s pocket glass. It gave
$62.64 to the ton, nearly all in gold also.
It is said

feet

that a vein of

quartz four

this

ihe City of Holland.” as reported by the Board of
Educationof said Public Schools of the City of
Holland, Seven Thousand and Twelve Dollars and
Fifty-fiveCents. ($;,01?.55.)
.

A, NASAL INJECTOR free with each bottle of
traced over Shiloh s CatarrhRemedy. Price 10 cents. For
sale by Yates & Rsne.

wide has already been

2nd. For the General Fund of the City of Holland, to defray the expenses of the city, for the
the payment of whicu from some other fund, no
provision Is made. Two Thousand, Seven Hun-

seven hundred feet.

BOOTS AND SHOES.

[omouL.j

Common

Then

Council.

are Solid Facte.

cents *"$2 SbSIu ,Rltt 1>0ll‘r*

aDd

All kinds of Building

8,xty*®,Khl

made

We

3d. For the P.re DepartmentFund, of the City
have just received a large new stock
The best blood purifier and system re of Boots and Shoes and Slippers for of Holland, to be expended for the lire DepartHolland, Mich., September 15, 1886.
ment of the City of Holland,Nine Hundred and
The Common Council met in regular session gulator ever placed within the reach of spring and summer trade. The Htock is Nine Dollars snd Forty Cents. ($909.40.)
and wa* called to order by the Major. ,
complete and embraces the latest styles of
4th. For the Poor Fond of the City of Holland
suffering humanity, truly is Electric Bit--......
----- of the
Members present: Mayor Ranters, Aldermen
Ladies’ and Gents’ shoes, which are sold
Rose, Ter Vree, Burgess, Bangs, Bertsch and the ters. Inactivity of the Liver, Biliousness, at reasonable prices. We tell
illals.

-

---

Clerk.

RBL

Jaundice. Constipation,Weak Kidneys, Fargo’s Boots and Fine Ladies Shoes.
or any disease of the urinary organs, or
L. 8PRIET8MA & SON,
Holland, March 19,
7-ly
whosoever requires an appetizer, tonic or

Work

to order.

Cemetery Work!
of all kinds neatly executed.

Reading of the minute* dispensed with.
5th. For the Library Fund of the City of Hoiland, for maintainingand supporting a library In
Keppel a Van Raalte petitioned that as the
the
City of Holland, One Hundred Dollar*.($100.)
Common Connell had remittedthe tax on street
to
sprinklersa warrant be Issued on the genera! fund
Sth- For the Internaland SinkingFund of the
in their favor, for $12 50 paid the board of water mild stimulant, will always find Electric
THE REV. GKO. H. THAYER, of Bonrbon. City of Holland, for the payment of the funded
commissionersfor use of water for streetsprinkler Bitters the best and only certain cure Ind., says: “Both mvsolf and wife owe our lives debt ol Ihe City ol Holland, and the Interest
give Satisfaction.
for the last half of the season.— Granted.
Ihereon, Two Hundred and Twelve Dollars and
to BHILOB’SCONSUMPTION CURE” For sale
Thirty-seven cents. ($212.37.)
The following bills were presented for payment: known. They act surely and quickly, by Ystes & Kane.
R. E. Werkman, rebuildingand painting hose every bottle quaranteedto give entire sat7th. For the Water Fund of the City of Holland,
R. N.Da MKRELL,
tower. $‘.22.25:D. Slovter, ringing bell for memorARE YOU MADE miserableby Indigestion, for maintaining, repairing,and running the “Hoi- Holland, Mich., Aug. 25,
t»-iy
ial servicesof Gen. U. 8. Grant. 1.00: C. & \Y. M.
isfactionor money refunded. . Sold at Constipation, Dizziness, Loss of Appetite, Yellow land City Water Works,” In the City of Holland.
Skitif 'Shiloh’s
R’y, freighton two lamps, 48c: J. A. Ter Vree,
Shiloh’s Vltallzeris
is a positive cure. For One Thousand, Four Hundred and Fifty three
Sale by Yates & Kane.
Dollars and SIxtv-elght Cents. ($1,453.68.)For E. B. BEST, M. D.
teaming,$85.62.—Allowed and warrants ordered fifty cents a bottle by Heber Walsh.
B, LANDAAL
Issued on the city treasurerfor the several
the extension of the system of Water Works, to he
amounts.
raised by tax or loan, or partly by tax and partly
Bucklen’aArnica Salvo.
by loan, Fonr ThousandDollars. ($4,000.)
Aldermen Ranters and De Poo here appeared
and took their seats.
Sth. For Ninth Street Special Street AssessThe best salve in the world for Cuts,
ment District Fund, for the payment of bonds and
The committee on ways and means reported Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Balt Rheum, Fever

1885.

Work Warranted

All

1885.

EAST END

|Uil |oads.

estimates of expenditures which will be required
to be made from the several general funds of the
cltv during the fiscal year; also an ordinance,
making the general appropriation bill for the city
of Holland, for the fiscal year, 1885.

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
Said ordinance was read a first and second time money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
by its title and placed on the general order of the
day.

The committeeon streetsand bridgesreported

For sale bv H. Walsh, Holland,and
De Kruif, Zeeland, Mich.

A Card.

Cents.

Taking Effect Sunday, June2\, 1885.

_

TOWNS.

i

L_

a.m p.m ptm

Holland .............10 25
...... 11 37
Bangor ...............
11 55
Benton Harbor ...... 1 30

1

Grand Junction

46
30
44
36
30
10

11 35
12 37
12 52
t 45
2 45
6 00

a.

m

500
8 27
9 20
12 00
2 35

p. m.
2 15
4 35
5 15
7 00
9 10
tt
p. m.

Rtsolud, That the report be accepted and the
city attorney is hereby directed to Inform the will send a recipe that will cure you,
p.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
Common Council in writing, at its next regular
OF
This great remedy
meeting, whether under the existing ordinances
FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
was discovered by a missionaryin South
of the elf
city, the Common Council can cause and
a. m. p.m. ptm. a.m.
enforce the removal of the obstructions recently America. Send a self-addressed envelope
Chicago ............. W 00 3 30 9 30
placed on River street, hi front of the premises of to the'RKv. Joseph T. Inman, Station D,
New Buffalo ........ 11 85 5 40 12 10
York
20- ly
Benton Harbor ....... 12 42 6 28 1 45 10 15
tnsuflicientthat he be further dlrected°to draft a
Bangor ..............
207 7 15 2 55 1 35
good and sufficientordinance to that effect and
Grand Junction ...... 2 30 7 29 3 17 3 00
submit the same at the next regular meeting of
Holland ........
8 30 8 30 t 40 5 20
the Common Council.— Adopted.
When you visit or leave New York City. Have
P ra- p.m. a. m. p.m.
The committeeon poor reported, presenting the Bamage, Expressage, and Carriage hire and stop
semi-monthlyreport of the director of the poor at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand CenFROM HOLLAND TO
RAPIDS
and said committee,recommending $89 for the tral Depot.
Mali.
Exp Exp. Exp.i Exp.
support of the poor for the three weeks ending
Elegantrooms fitted up st a cost of one million
October 7, 1886, and having rendered three dollars dollars,reduced to one dollar and upwards per day
p.m.
a.m. a.m. p- m.
temporaryaid.— Adopted.
on European plan. Restaurantsupplied with the
t4 45 10 15 5 35
best. Horse car, stages,and elevated railroad to Holland ..... ......... 3 30
Matob’s Of nci, City of Holland, I
Zeeland ............. 3 40
4 56 10 25 5 45
all depots. Families 14111
—
can HIE
live better
UClkCI 1U1
for less
ICPB
September 15,
|
Grand Rapids ........ 425 9 15 5 45 11 15 6 30
Gentlmin :— My attention has recently been money at the Grand Union hotel than at any other
first-class hotel in the
iMy
called to the conditionof Black River highway
hlghwa
RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
bridge. It is alleged that there are several weak
a. m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
or defectiveplaces which need repairing.Ajlow
Grand Rapids ....... 9 15 1 oo 10 40 4 15
me to ru.ge«r that you cause an inspection of the
............. . JO 02
11 23 5 10
yrcmlse* to be made at an early date, in order that
Holland ..............
10 15 1 40 11 33 5 35
accidents or an unnecessary delay In travel be
inspectfc the hlghavoided, and that at such Inspection
FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
way. commisr
towns
. --------loner
oner of the township
ot Holland be
Ladles’ Cloaks.
a. m. p.m. a. m. p.m p. m.
requested to be present. The highway leading to
Holland ..............
10 20 3 80 t5 30 5 35
the bridge is also in bad condition, and I would
830
hundred
ladies’
and
children’s Grand Haven ....... 11 05 4 10 6 80
suggest 'hat an estimate be made of the amount
630 9 12
Ferrysbnrg
..........
11 13 4 15 6 40 685 9 17
of gravel needed for Its repair.The travel and
Cloaks have just been received and will be
Muskegon ..........11 55 4 50 7 20 7 10 9 55
trade coming Into the city Irom that direction is
open
for
Inspection
at
the
Dry
Goods
Store
of too great importance to our merchants,than
FROM
TO HOLLAND.
that we should allow this highway to remain
of D.
Call early ana secure
p.m. a. m. p.m. la. m. p.tm.
much longer in its present neglected condition,
good
32.2 Muskegon ........... 1 20 11 55 6 50 8 15 9 86
Rokcs Kantibs, Mayor.
Ferrysbnrg .......... 2 00 12 28 7 15 8 50 10 20
—Acceptedand referred to the committee on
Grand Haven. ..... 2 10 12 33 7 30 9 00 10 25
streetsand bridges.
Holland ..............3 05 1 20 8 15 10 00 11 16
A Simple Cure for Dyspepsia.
Justice H. D. Post reported that the amount of
p.m.
flues collectedby him upon cases for violation of
Probably never In the history of Proprithe penal statutes of the State of Michigan, since
HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
the date ofhis last report was $22, and that no etary Medicines has any artlc
Icle metaucp.m.
flues were collectedfor violationof the cltv ordinceaa equal to that which has been show- Holland ............ 3 30
10 15
ances.— Piled.
.....
Fillmore
...........
3 45
ered
Golden Seal Bitters. Why,
10 80
Hamilton ......... 3 55 ..... 10 40
such has been the success of this discovAllegan .. ......... 4 iol
11 15
to the Common Council for payment, vis: J. ery, that nearly every family in whole
Plulm, labor, $1.25; J. A. T„.
,.w, teaming. neighborhoodshave been taking it at the
FROM ALLEGAN TO BOLLAND.
Ter Vree,
$20.63; R. E. Werkman, two side lamps, $3.00.a.m. ).m. p.m
same time. Golden Beal Bitters combines
Allowed and warrants ordered issued on the city
Allegan ............. 9 10 4 30 11 V
the best remediesof the vegetable king- Hamilton .........
treasurer for the several amohnls.
9 42 5 02 12 14
......
The secretaryof the board of education reporved dom, and in such proportions as to derive Fillmore ..........
9 50 5 10 12 80
the amount o! money necessaryto be raised b
their greatest medicinal ettect, with the Holland .............10 15 5 85 1 00
taxation for the public schools of the city of Ho
least disturbance to the whole system. In
t Daily, ft Dally except Saturday. All other
land, for the next school year.— Accepted and orfact
this preparationis so well balanced trains daily except Sunday.
dered spread on the general appropriation
bill for
Tickets to all points in the United States and
the year.
in its action upon the alimentary canal,

CHARGE.

City.

New

V*

.

IMPORTANT.

.....

GRAND

•

1885.

W

city.

DRUG STORE!

3

9th. For Tenth Street Special Street Assessment District Fund, for the payment of bonds and
the Interest thereon, to be raised by special asNi't
sessment from said special assessment district,
Hal Exp Exp Mix Mix’d
Foufllmidredand Fifty-four Dollars and Fortyseven Cents. ($454.47.)

2
To all who are suffering from ihe errors
2
3
and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weak
New Buffalo .......... 260 4
ness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c., I
Chicago ............. 7 10 7

FREE

($556.45.)

FROM GRAND

10th. For Cedar Street SpecialStreet Assessment District Fund, for thS payment of bonds and
the interestthereon, to be raised by special assessment from said special assessment district,
One Hundred and Sixteen Dollar* snd Fifty Cents.
(8116.50.

MUSKEGON

BERTSCH.

bargains.

FROM

m

upon

...

Canada.
The board of water commissionersreported the the Liver, the Kidneys, the Stomach, the
amount of moneys necessary to be raised for the Bowels, and the circulation of the Blood,
F. G. CHURBCH^LRLP|aRAS.en\P",•
maintaining, repairing and running of the Holland
City water works.— Accepted and recommenda- that it brings about a healthy action ot
the entire human organism that can hardtions to be curried out.
Michigan and Ohio Ballroad.
ly be credited by those who have not seen
By Aid. Ranters—
Taking effect Jan. 18, 1885
Assofesd,That the clerk is hereby instructed to the remarkable resultsthat have followed
notify the partiesbidding on hose and whose pro- its use. Sold by Heber
33-4
QOINO WIST.
Ontnl Tin*
001X0 IA8T. •
posals were accepted, to deliver the hose forthwith.— Adopted.
Pass. Mix’d Pass.
Pass. Pass. Mix.
Dog Days are Here.
By Aid. Ter Vree—
“
a. m.
p. m.
a. m. p. m.
Resolved, That the clerk is hereby instructedto
5 45 L Toledo A 11 10
And with them the much dreaded dis- 10 10
5 10
purchase two down street lamp burners.—
11 02
6 40 • Dundee.. 10 10 4 15
eases with children, to-wit summer comAdopted.
11 24
7 04 .. Britton .. 9 46 8 52
plaints.
Any
parent
desirous
of
properly
11 29
7 09 Ridgeway. 9 42 3 47
Gertlkxen:— At a meetingof Eagle hose com7 16 .Tecumseh. 9 32 3 37
pany No. 1, and Protectionnose company No. 2 protecting his children against this dis- 11 39
11 65
7 V ...Tipton... 9 17 3 22
it was resolved to petition the Common Council, ease should not neglect to buy a bottle of
12 08
7 45 ...Ousted.. 9 05 8 08
asking for the purchase of twenty-eight firemen's
Dr.
Schouten’s
Compound
Syrup
of
RhuIS
30
8 09 . .Addison
caps, the sum subscribed by the citizensbeing in8 43 2 45
12
48
barb.
It
saves
doctor’s
bills
and
the
life
8 25 .. Jerome.. 8 28 2 28
sufficientfor the purchase of both uniforms and
12
56
8
82
caps: also we would state that the same can be of your
.. Moscow.. 8 20
2 21
27-tf
1 06
8 42 ..Hanover.. 8 09
had for $1.25 apiece. H. Rampibhan, Hecy.
2 10
1 17 a. m. 8 53 .. Pulaski. 7 57 1 69 p. m
- —Petitionaccepted and request granted.
HACKMETACK" a listing and fragrant per- 1 38 * 10 9 15 ...Homer .. 7 38 1 38 8 00
By Aid. De Roo—
fume. Price 25 and 50 cents. For sale by Yates 2 05 6 87 9 44 . Marshall 706 1 14 7 33
A Kane.
2 17 6 49 9 57 ...Ceresco.. 6 49
Resolved,That the chief engineer is hereby in1 02
7 21

^

Prjpriitors,

We have now on hand

a full and firAclass line of

3DRTJOS,

PATENT MEDICINES
PERFUMERIES,

TOILET ARTICLES,

)

11th. For Eleventh Street Special Street AssessmentDistrictFund, for the payment of bonds
and the interest thereon, to be raised by special
and everythingpertaining to
assessmentfrom said special assessmentdistrict,
drug store.
Two Hundred and Forty-oneDollars, and Fortysix Cents. ($241.46.)

OIOA.RS,

12th. For the Improvement of West Twelfth

a

well-kept

Prescriptionsaccurately compounded
any
Gome and

Street,to be raised by tax or loan or partly by tax
a competent prescriptlonist,at
and partly by loan, and raised by special assessment on the property ahniting on said part of said time during the day or night
street, Fonr Thousand Dollars. ($4,000.)
see us.

13th. For the Improvement of West Tenth

BEST & LANDAAL,
Holland, Mich., August 26, 1885. 80-ly

Street,to be raised by tax or loan, or partly by tax
snd partly by loan, and raised by special assess“^OD’the property ahurilng on saTdpartof said

HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

($3,500.)

14th. For the Improvement of Market itroet, to
be raised by tax or loan, or partly by tax and
partly by loan, and raised by special assessment
on the properly sbnttlng on said street, Three
Thoneand, Five Hundred Dollars. (J«,500.)
15th. For the Improvement of South Cedar

PLUMBING
In

($1,500)

16th. For* *“w
the asaapiv/v
Improvement
of fc'IAlUTUlU
Sixteenth BlTOTl,
street,
viAicuL
from Fish street to the eastern limits of the City
of Holland, to be raised by tax or loan or partly
by tax and partly by loan, and raised by specialassessmenton the property abuttingon the North

connection with the Holland City Water Works,
w* are ready to make

ESTIMATES

°f($tfl0

Sm

°f

*a,d ,treCt’ P,v® Ban'lred Du|-

It shall be the duty ol the Clerk of
City of Holland, on or before the flm Monday
October, 1885, to certifyto ths County Clerk, of
the County of Ottawa, Michigan, the aggregate
amonnt of moneys stated In Items 1,2, M, 5, 8.
and the first clanse of Item 7, of Section 1. of this
Ordlnsnce, as required by the Common Council of
the City of Holland, to be raised for all purposes
for the fiscal year, by general taxation upon the
whole of the taxable property of the City of Holland,
------ apportionedis
land, and
snd shall when “*
the amount
certified,
-. b•J ih® clerk of the Board ol Supervlson
of Ottawa
County,
upon lliv
the tax
-~ 7.
1 for assessment
versa* CMS ML/UIJ
tax roll of the Cltv of Holland, to him, certify the
same to the Supervisorof the City of Holland
lor assessmentas required by law.

WA1ER PIPES

Section 2.

Ihe
of

a**-"

tor all parties destrl ug

Will

fit

the same.

up residences for

.....

—

Seotion J. It shall bethedutyof the Supervisor
the City of Holland to levy, In the same tax
roll, upon the taxable properly of the City of Holland, the amounts hereinbefore mentioned, when
certified to him by the clerk, as aforesaid, at the
same time the state and county taxes are levied
for the year, In the manner provided and required

Hot and Gold Water!
and put In

BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS,

Etc.

of

All

kinds nr

Cisterns and Drive Wells

Section4. This ordinanceshall take Immedi-

put In and repaired.

Passed, September 16, 1885.
Approved, September 15. 1885.
Attest,Geo.

H

Give at a vail.

B. RANTERS, Mayor.

VAN LANDEGEND & KERKHOF,

Bipp. <Aty Clerk.

Holland. Mich., June

19,

1885.

TOWNS

child.

.

J&SS&

Mpu

HI

WHITE'

[,7.KA»

.

as1

MACKINAC.

WIRE LINSEED;
^ -

o ii.r ^

Tbs Most Delightful

.

structod to purchase 28 caps at the price stated in
the petition.—Adopted.

The draft of an ordinancefor the protection of
Are hydrants and water gates was taken from the
table and referred to the committee on ways and

CURB

SHILOH'S
will Immediately relieve
Cronp, Whooping cough and Bronchitis.For sale
by Yates A Kane.

2 36
2 56

304
3 10
3 45
8 53
3 59
4 10

707

7
7
7
8
8
8
8
p.

10 15

27
35
42
24
83
89
50

6 30 12 44
12 27
12 20
..Richland.
12 15
.Montlsth.
11 43
....Fisk...,
11 35
. Kellogg
11 30
A Allegan L
11 20
a. m.
•

BattleCr»k

.

7
6
6
4
5
5
5
5

SUMMER TOUR

03
43
35
29
55
17
37
25

Palace Steamefe. Low Balsa.
Four Trips per Week Between

DETROIT AND MACKINAC

WHY WILL YOU congh when Shiloh’* Cure
means.
will give immediate relief. Price 10 eta. 50 cts.
The Council went into the Committee of the and $1. For sale by Yates A Kane. •
whole, Aid. Ter Vree In the chair. After some
p. m.
m.
a.m.
time spent therein the committeearose and
SHILOH’S CATARRH REMEDY— a positive
throughtheir chairman reported that they hid had
Train Connection t.
under consideration the following: ••An ordinance Fo^ialeby^Yatei A
CaDker Moatb'
me.
At Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging. At Dunmaking the general appropriation bill for the city
dee, with T A. A. A G. T. At Britton, with Wabof Holland, for the fiscal year, A. D. 1885.”and
aeh, St. Lonia A Pacific. At Tecumseh, with Lake
recommended it*|passage.—Adopted,the commitShore A Mich. Southern. At Jerome, with L. 8.
tee dischargedand the ordinance placed on its
AM. 8 At Hanover, with L. 8. A M. 8. At
third reading.
Bpmer with L. 8. A M. 8. (Unsing Division) and
‘•An ordinance making the general appropriation
Air Line Division of Ue Mich. Central. At Marbill for the city of Holland, for the fiscal year, A.
! shal, with M.C.R. R. 4t Battle Creek, with ChiD. 1886,”was read a third time and passed by yeas
cago A Grand Trunk and M. C. H. R. At Monand nays as follows: Y«as, Rose, Ter Vree, Burgess. Bangs, Ranters, De Roo and Bertsch. Nays,
cbi“*° *
The Michigan Conservatoryof Music lonone.
Trains II dally except Sunday.
By Aid. Ranters—
cated at Grand Rapids, offers all the adB. McHUGH,
General Paseenger Agent
Resolved,That the chief engineer of the fire de- vantages of a flret-clasa music school. Inpartmentattend to the placing of a sidewalk hydrant as petitioned for by Protectionhose com- struction in all branches under a compepany.— Adopted.
tent Board of teachers. Fall term begins
.

.

.

And Bvety Week Day Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Write for our

EhCriR

“Picturesque Maoklnao,,f Illustrated.
Contain* Tun Partieulare.Malted free.

IHP0ETANT

To Students of

Detroit
c. O.

&

Cleveland Steam N$v. Co.
OEM. Pam. AST.,

WHITCOMB,

.'•—•cut.

Music

MICH.

THE DAILY

DEMOCRAT

$eur ^dwrtisfmrnts.

Council adjourned.

GEO. H

8IPP,(/1fy CUrk.

Sept. 10th. Send for circular

logue.

O

WEN

Grand Rapids,

(kid in Michigan.

Announcement was recently made

of

I.

and cata

TURTLE, Director.

Mich.

29-8ms.

Money Refunded.

the discovery of a vein of gold-bearing

The true remedy has at last been discovsugar quartz on section 85, town 48, range ered. It was long known in his practice
28 west, Michigan. The property on •s Dr. Pete's Lung Food for Consumption.

now called Dr. Pete’s 35-ceut Cough
Cure, It is the safest, the surest,and the
Company. best. No other Cough, Cold, and Con-

which the discovery has been made belongs to the Lake Superior Iron

It is

The
Prm

correspondent of the Detroit Fret sumption remedy is half its eqnal. We
says that this gold boom is no Heed- warrant it and will promptly refund thft
lew clamor of inexperiencedmen. The money paid for it if a beneficial effect Is
not experiencedby the time two-thirds of
men who are backing it are minen ot ex- the contents of the bottle is used. Bold
perience. Assays have been made which by H.
38-4

Walsh.

Tuusott Dipt.

U. 8. Ltrf Savrae Sirviob,I
Waahington.D. C., SeptemberU, 1885. J

Liiiing

Imptjir

it

Wirttn

ST.

_

at thia office.

It contains

the Associated

genuine brands;

in Holland several

hours

in

"Collier Company,”

"Southern Company/'
Co., Red Seal,”
are always perfectly pure, and
known and need everywhere.
“St.

advance of Detroit and Chicago Dailies.

Louis L. & O.

Sent by mail at 50 cents per
month. For sale by

m

Holland, Mich., Aug.

24,

1885,

M-U

mAnofactures the

quanbtyof White Lead of
any city in the WORLD; and its

Press dispatches, and arrives

B..J. KIMBALL,
General Superintendent.

For Sale.

LOUIS

largest

B. P. HIGGI

W:
'ikA

Kip,

M,

uuui

Ji. m., auuraaay, oept.
tor
the construction of two life sivlngatatlons, one at
SturgeonBay Canal* Wisconsin, and- one at .Holland, Michigan, Rids will .be received for one or
both of- the stations. Specificationsand plana,
containing full informaUonand forma of proposal,
can be-obtalnsdof, B. 8. Miner. Sturgeon Bay.
Wisconsin y Nathaniel Bobbins, superintendent of
Life Saving District, Grand Haven, Michigan, and

-

hi

I

patting in

for

fan

ate effect.

Walsh.

.Ajg

by

special

Two

LANM,

SEST &

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.

A

that the obstructions over River street, in front of

Jacob Pliemau’s shop had not been removed, as
according to the resolutionof the Common Coun
cil, September 1st. 1885.
On motion of Aid. Roee-

the interestthereon, to be raised by specialassessment, from said special assessment district, Five
Hundred and Fihy-slx Dollars and Forty-five

Chicago and West Michigan Ballway.

m

m

sc;

m

I

constables to take her out of tho
suf- than other men!” But so had his
hands of the priests. She was seized
whole
life
been,
stern
and
lonely;
euch
ferings decreased together; the cold,
Also a Variety of Other IneidenU and
at the foot of the tribune by men-atDiversions.
extending from the extremities, became the severe law laid on him.
armfi, who dragged her to the execuOLIVER CROMWELL.
general, and Death seemed about to
A storm in the country, writes Bill
It is Carlyle again who furnisheshis tioner with the words : “Do thy office—.”
seize his glorious victim. - The weather
Arp, in The Atlanta Constitution, is

the decline of the day his life
MATEll LOQ0ITUH.
jje's yotmp, tou Bay ; tho world's before him,
He Lmfl bib brain, a Rpod one, too.
•Wo'll let that fmb. You’d best ignore him,
He’s suieJy not the man for you.
.My dear, rray look for talents double—
Talents of mind and metal, too.
They say lovo thriven with wont and trouble;
It isn't true I

and

The fury of the soldiery filled all
had become calm and serene. About own approachable delineation of the
worth somthing to see. We can look
present with horror, and many there,
last
scene
in
tho
earthly
career
of
Eng5 :20, when the sun was setting in waves
out and afar off and see it coming, and
even tho judges, fled.from the spot, that
of light, and the English cannon gave land’s famous “Protector."
we can see the lightning flash and zigTruly it is a great scene of world they miu;ht see no more. She was zag and corruscate,and no fear— it is
the signal for retiring, those around
made
fast
under
tho
infamous
placard,
the bed perceived that the patient did history, this is old Whitehall— Oliver
grand, but not fearful— -not alarming.
There, there, MIbbI Now, no tears or wailing,
“Heretic, relapser, apostate, idolator,”
not breathe,and cried out that he was Cromwell drawing nigh to his end.
When you have lived as long as I
and something worse, and then the ex- Tbe trees are all around us, and have
You’H find that life is easy Bailing,
dead. They covered his hand with The exit of Oliver Cromwell and of
never been struck. . They are our
ecutioner
set tire to the pile. She saw
Providedyou've a proper eye
cisses, and Marchand, who had brought English Puritanism’s great light, one
lightning-rods,
our insulators. LightTo business, and cash transactions.
this from above and uttered a cry
You’ll find that Love's a fickle fool
,o St. Helena the cloak the first Con- of our few authentic solar luminaries,
ning will strike one lonely tree, but it
then,
as
the
brother,
who
was
exhort.In practice as he io in actions—
sul had worn at Marengo, laid it over going down now amid the clouds of
rarely strikes in a grove or forest. It
Unfit to rule.
ing her, paid no attention to the fire,
his body, leaving only the noble head death. Like the setting of a great
has struck twice in our cotton field, and
forgetting herself in her fear for him,
Be isn't worth consideration
uncovered. The convulsionsof the victorious summer sun, its course now
killed the cotton, but these trees all
she
insisted
on
his
descending.
No
Who isn't worth a single sou.
finished. "So stirbt ein held” says
death
agony,
always
so
painful
to
wit'Though poverty’s no dogradatten.
doubt hopes had been entertainedthat around ns scatter it and keep it from
ness, were succeeded by a majestic Schiller. “So dies a hero I Sight
______ Lyon frankly,
upon finding herself abandoned by the concentrating.Neighbor Freeman
Took out for family and money
tranquility of expression. That face, worthy to bo worshipped!” He dipd,
Dr n’t meddle,dear, with lovo or brains,
King, she would at last accuse and de- says that lightning has a liking for a
wondrously beautiful, now restored to this hero Oliver, in resignationto God,
And when wo catch this gilded sonny,
fame him. To the last she defended wagon with one steer, for he passed
I'll take tho rein^
the slenderness of youth, and the fig- os the bravo have all done. “We could
him. “Whether I have done woll or one on the road day before yesterday
ure, clad in the mantle of Marengo, not be more desirous that he should
while there was a storm on hand,
ill, my King is faultless; it was not he
seemed to present again to the wit- abide,” says tbe pious Harvey, “than
MY LADY'S HANDKERCH1E
who counselledme.” Meanwhile the and tho lightning struck the little onenesses of that touching scene, Gen. he was content and willing to be gone.”
flames
rose. When they first seized steer wagon and tore it all to pieces,
BYD. H. LEAHY.
Bonaparte in the meridian of his glory. The struggle lasted amid hope and fear,
and the steer just went on with nothfor ten days. Some small miscella- her the unhappy girl shrieked for holy ing but one shalt hitched to him.
FREDERICK THE GREAT.
A dainty, frogil" piece of lace,
water — this must have been tho cry of
et, faint
motion
sweet,
»*•••»lingering
.o* —
---- —
While Bonaparte was just treading neous traits, and a confused gleanings fear, but soon recovering,she called There was no driver, for the steer hod
Of violets : How her figure,face,
of last words, and then our poor histhe threshold of his great career, anIn memory like the perfume lingers.
only on God, on her angels, and her just been turned loose to go home by
himself. Cobe says be never did
other military genius was dying. A tory ends.
Among the ejaculations caught up at saints. She boro witness to them: understand this thunder and lightning
It rested heath her swelling breast.
genius
wonderful
to
contemplate,
in
“Yes,
my
voices
were
from
God;
my
And rose and fell with graceful motion,
some respects a mightier commander intervals during the final days are the voices have not deceived me.” Ten business, nobow, “for,” says be, “some
Nestling close,ns fearing lest
• Some ruthless hand remove it.
than Napoleon, and certainly in one re- following: “I think I am the poorest thousand men wept. A few of the En- folks say it’s the lightnin’ that strikes,
wretch that lives, but I love God, or
and some say it’s the thunder, but he
spect, the most essential, entirely surIt kissed her full, ripe, cherry lips
glish alone laughed or endeavored to
Seemed fain, indeed, to linger there,
passing him — that is, he was finally rather am beloved of God.” “I am a laugh. One of the most furious among has noticed one thing/and that is that
As a bee from flower to flower flits,
successful,reigned long, died on the conqueror, and more than a conqueror, them had sworn that he would throw a whenever anything is struck they both
Tarrying longest at the sweetest.
through Christ that strengtheneth
come right smack together, and it looks
throne, and by his masterful achievefagot on the pile. Just as he brought
Piercedby Cupid’s fatal dart,
ments laid the foundation of the splen- me!” So pass in the sick room, in the it she breathed her last. He was taken like it takes ’<yn both to do the work.”
Firmly held by filmy meshes
sick bed, these last, uncertaindays.
We have had a good deal of country
did German Empire of to-day. The
There lies a captive— my poor heart—
“The godly persons had great assur- ill. His comrades led him to a tavern life of late, and I have no idea of
Which my lady will not ransom.
following description of his death by
ances of a return to their prayers;” to recruit his spirits by drink, but he changing base. I had rather live poor
Carlyle is peculiarly interesting :
transcendenthuman wishes find in was beyond recovery. “I saw,” he ex- in the country than rich in town.
Tuesday, August 16, 1786. — Contrary
their own echo a kind of answer ! They claimed in his frantic despair, “I saw have been harvesting wheat and oats
to all wont the king did not awaken
Great Captains Die,
gave his highness also some assurance a dove fly out of her mouth and rye. Wo went to see a mill-pond
till 11 o’clock. On first looking up he
with her last sigh.” Others had
that his life would be lengthened. Hope
drawn off, and had a big time wading
Jdcroic and Unlicroic Departures seemed in a confused state, but soon
read in the flames the word “Jesns.”
was
strong
in many to the very end. t
in and grabbing the big fish, under the
recovered
himself,
called
in
his
Genof Great Men - Some Tragic
For several days the conflict lasted, which she had so often repeated. The moss and in the hollow stumps, and
erals and Secretaries,who had been
Events in Human History.
executioner repaired in the evening to
waiting so long, and gave, with his old and then, when the morrow’s sun arose, Brother Isambart, fulljof consternation, trying to hold the slippery eels. I go
Oliver
was
speechless
;
between
3
and
NAPOLEON BONAPARTE.
with the children after mulberries and
procision,the orders wanted— one to
and confessed himlelf, but felt perOne of the first to come to mind in Kohdich, Commandant at Potsdam, 4 in the afternoon he lay dead. Friday, suaded that God would never pardon dewberries and huckleberries.I’ve
modern times is Napoleon Bonaparte, abont a review of the troops there the September3, 1858— “The consternation him. One of the English King’s Secre- hived six swarms of bees and got stung
the most glorious conqueror among the next day, an order minutely perfect in and astonishment of all people,” writes
only twice. The children have pulled
taries said aloud, on returning from the
French leaders. Thiers has given a knowledge of the ground, in foresight Fanconberg,“are inexpressible;their dismal service, "We are lost; we have out the peacocks’ tails for fly-brushes.
The peacock is a dude. I used to think
•vivid picture of the great Emperor’s of what and how the evolutions were hearts seem as if sunk within them.
burned a saint.”
the peahen ought to have the fine
last days: The year 1821 came at last, to be, which was accordinglyperformed My poor wife— I know not what to do
that year that was to terminate the on tho morrow. The Cabinet work he with her. When seeminglyquieted,
clothes, but 1 don’t now, for it would
Certain Death.
most kill her to give thorn up. The
wondrous career of Napoleon. At the went through with tbe like precision of she burst out again into a passion that
“People have very little idea to what
ccniraencement of January his health himself, giving on every point his three tears her very heart to pieces.” Hush,
beautiful feathers were intended for
an extent this habit of using hypoderpoor,
weeping
Mary!
Here
is
a
life
tho use of man, but it is all right to
improved, but only for a few days. "It clerks their directions in a weak voice,
mic injections prevails," said a promi
ia a respite,” he said, “of a week or yet the old power of spirit, dictate to battle right nobly done. Seest thon
strip the vain bird of his ornaments and
nent physician.
two, and then the disease will resume them among other things an “instruc- not?
let him feel like common stock. There
“Singular that doctors, knowing its
The storm is changed into calm
its course.” He then dictated a few tion” for some Embassador just leavis right good fishing in our big spring
and will
At His commonini
----------effects,should persist in using mor•passagesconcerning Cmsar to March- ing — “four quarto pages, which,” says
So that the waves which raged before
branch, and every spring some nice
phine," said the reporter, flinging out
Now
quiet
ore
and
still.
-and. They were the last he wrote. Herzbug, “would have done honor to
trout run up from the creek and feed
Few words tell the story of the death a bait for further revelations.
February brought no other change the most experienced minister,”and in
on minnows. We have been watching
“Not any more singular than that
than an increased intensity of the the evening he signed his missivesas of him who saved Waterloo to the
them and trying to catch them, but
they should drink whisky until death
aymptoms. Not being able to digest usual. This evening still — but no even- British, but these few words are emithey wouldn’t notice our earth-worm
steps in and stops the debauch, but the
food, the august invalid became ing more. We are now at the last scene nently suggestive, and show how insepbait, and so the other day I set out a
morphine habit is infinitely more sevreaker every day. He was tormented of all, which ends this strange, eventful arable is the professionalwarrior from
minnow and got over the fence and
ductive, and more difficult to abandon
^by intense thirst, and his pulse, once history, Wednesday morning. General, his sword and its use. The account is
watched the pole, and sure enough a
than whisky drinking. You doubtless
•eo alow, beat with feverish rapidity. Adjutants, Secretaries,Commandant, painfullybrief: His sovereign yisited
big fat fellow grabbed it and hung
He wished for air, though he could not were there at their old hours, but word him in his latest moments at his cha- know of doctors who have killed them- himself, and was cavorting and splashselves by the bottle. So do I. Now,
«ndure it when admitted. “I am no came out, “Secretaries are to wait.” teau in Silesia, to which he replied
ing around, and I had to go over a sixnot many months ago, there died, in
longer," he said, “that proud Napoleon King is in a kind of sleep, of stertorous, “I know I shall die,” said the veteran.
plauk fence, and 1 couldn’t do it in the
Oakland^ a physician who was as surely
•whom the world has so often seen on ominous character, as if it were the “I am not sorry for it. seeing that I am
old-time way, and just fell over ou my
killed by moiphinieas the poor fellow
homeback. The monarchs who proso- death sleep; seems not to recollect no longer of any use.”
hands and feet and galloped on all
who died in tue House of tho InebriSIR CHARLES NAPIER.
•«nte me may set their minds at rest. himself when he does at intervals open
fours to the pole just in time to puli
Sir Charles Napier, one of the pre- ates, Saturday. Ho took his, also, in him out and save him, for he fell off
I shall soon remove every cause of his eyes. This slumberous, half stupifear.” Napoleon’s faithful servants fied conditionlasted through the day. eminent fighting heroes of the English the shape of hypodermicinjections. tho hook on the grass und had like to
He had a large practice, was univernever left him. Montholon and March- Toward evening the feverishness army, though not one of the towering
have flirted back in the water. Mrs.
sally trusted and respected, and not
nod remained day and night by b:s abated; the King fell into a soft sleep, leaders among armed men. still may be
Arp had fish for supper that evening.
one in 500 of his acquaintances ever She is fond of fish,— aristocratic fish,—
bedside, an attention*for which he with warm perspiration,but on awak- appropriatelynoticed in this connection.
ahowed himself profoundly grateful. ening complained of cold, repeatedly He boro the pall fit the burial of the suspected that he was a slave to this and when we get a trout it is always for
It was at this time that his captors of cold, demanding wrappage after Duke of Wellington, and this funeral habit"
her. They say that fish is brain-food,
“Does it prevail to any extent among
manifested an entirely unnecessary wrappage, and, on examining feet and was tho prelude of his own. On the
und gives folks sense, and I reckon tbe
weverity of espoinage or watchfulness. legs, one of the doctors made signs that morning of August 29, 1853, he expired women, Doctor ?”
finer the fish the finer the brain, and
“i have had a good many patients of
Sir Hudson Lowe, who was immedi- they were, in fact, cold up nearly to like a soldier, on a naked camp bedthat is the reason folks who feed on
that sex in my own practice— 1 think
ately responsible to the British gov- the knees. “What said he of the feet?” stead, the windows of the room open,
trout have so much judgment Then,
ernment for the custody of Napoleon, murmured the King some time after- and the fresh air of Heaven blowing on it is next to impossible — 1 can’t say again, trout are game fish, and that is
that it is impossible to cure them. I
Insisted that he should be seen every ward, the doctor having stepped out of bis manly face. Surrounded by his
the reason why folks who eat them are
day by some of his guards. This was sight. “Much the same as before,” an- family, and a few of his neighbors, he have in my mind now a lady who re- so game. I wish I had some trout
very offensive to the sick Emperor, but swered some attendant. The King died. All his grieving servants were sides iu one of the bay counties. She Maybe I wouldn’t be as meek and
eome of his suite managed to satisfy shook his head incredulousy. He drank present, and at his feet stood two vet- is speckled all over from the use of the humble as I am.
hypodermjcsyringe. I have told her
the British officersof Napoleon’s pres- once, grasping the goblet with both erans of his regiment, gazing with a
A Brave Girl’s Ride.
ence. The captors were exceedingly hands, a draught of fennel water, his terrible emotion at a countenance then a score of times that she was killing
herself, and her friends and relatives
The
plucky
child held her whip besettling
in
death
which
they
had
first
auspicious,and even when Napoleon customary drink, and seemed relievec
was dying they believed be was keep- by it, his last reflectionin this world. seen beaming in tbe light of battle. have actually gone on their knees to tween her teeth, shut tight as when
ing in seclusion to plan an e-cape. Toward 0 in the evening there had As the last breath escaped, Montague her to abandon this ruinous habit. But one is nerved for the very worst and
The great commander made every come on a continual short cough and a McMurdo snatched the old colors of it was all of no avail Why, the very last Her hat had been swept from
business preparation for his end. rattling in the breast, breath more and the Twenty-second Regiment, the col- last time I called to see that lady, I her pretty bead in the mad rush her
Meeting death with a smile as dig- more difficult Why continue? Fried- ors that had been borne at Meanee, and was in the midst of the most impress- frightened and uncontrollable steed
ive warning I could deliver, and she was making. Firmly she gripped the
nified as it was grateful, he said to rich is making exit on the common Hyderabad, •'and waved them over the
was apparently listeningwith the ut- reins, sitting in her saddle with splendying
hero.
Thus
Charles
Napier
Montholon
terras; you may hear the curtain rat“It would bo a great pity not to die, tling down. For the most part he was passed from this world. An intrepid most attention, and making her mind did strength and poi-e. The animal
now that I have arranged all my affairs unconscious,never more than half con- soldier in his life, he died amid trophies up to reform, when I noticed a suspi- had lost its head, but not the brave litcious motion of her right hand, I tle horsewoman that stuck resolutely
eo well.” The end of April arrived, and scious. As the wall clock above his of battle, and his camp-bed was his
every moment increasedhis danger and head struck 11, he asked, “What bier. The colors of the Twenty-sec- grasped her by the wrist, and I’m blest to his back in this fearful ride. Abont
suffering. He had no relief from the o’clock?”“Eleven,” answered they. ond gently waved over him, and be- if she was not holding a a hypodermic Thirty-ninth street the startled horse
spasms, vomitings,fever, and burning “At 4,” murmured ho, “I will rise.” tween them and the grand picture of syringe, charged with morphine, and in broke away, heading up the boulevard.
thirst. “You will return to Europe,” One of his dogs sat on its stool near Meanee leaned forward above his the act of treatingherself to an injec- At Thirty-fifthstreet it turned and
he said to those who surroundedhim; him; about midnight he noticed it pale, heroic countenance, as if to claim tion. I cut my speech mighty short, I gained Cottage Grove avenue in a
tell you, told ’ her relatives that she trice. Up this thoroughfare it rushed,
you will return, bearing with you the shiveringfrom cold. “Throw a quilt his corps for that bloody field.
was beyond my skill, or powers of see-sawed from side to side between
reflection of my glory, with the honor over it,” said or beckoned he. That, 1
JOAN OF ARC.
the car tracks by the stout-heartedand
of your own fidelity. You will bo es- think, was his last completely conscious
The strangest military phenomenon persuasion,and left the house."
“How did she acquire the habit?"
intelligentrider, who, perhaps, was
teemed and happy. I go to meet utterance. Afterward, in a severe of all history was Joan of Arc, and her
“Oh, like most of them, she had been rushing to a terrible death. Turning
Cleber, Desaix. Lannes, Mussena, Bes- choking fit, getting at last rid of the cruelly patheticend has enshrined her
a sufferer from acute neuralgia, and into Thirty-first, back came tbe uneieres, Durac, Key. They will come to phlegm, he said : "La mqntagne est in the choicest tragic romance of the
me, they will experience once more the ^anneet noius. irons, mimx." We are age. Those whom she had delivered found relief in morphine. It is a good checked brute down the boulevard— a
friend, but a terribleenemy. Never fearful pace and a dangerous road.
. intoxication of human glory. We shall
over the hill, we shall go better now.” repudiated and sacrificed her, and his. speak of what we have done.
Wo Attendants,Heazberg, Salle, and one torv has no parallel to this colossal try it, young man, ‘just to see how it Over obstructionafter obstructionthe
feels,’ or Some day you’ll be feeling in horse leaped, clearingblocks almost as
shall talk of our profession with Fred- or two others, were in the outer room, ingratitude. In 1431 she was put to
your vest pocket for your syringe just with a bound. Hundreds were specta• erick.Turenne,Conde, Casar.andHannone Friedrich’s but Strntski, his kam- death. The frightful ceremony of as natural as the smoker dives down to
tors, but none at hand that could save.
. nibal.” Then pausing, Napoleon added
burning
her
began
with
a
sermon.
One
merhussar, one of the three who are
•with a peculiar smile, “Unless there .his sole valets and nur es; a faithful of the lights of the University of Paris see if he has a cigar left.” —Sim Fran- The girl’s companion had been discisco Alta-Cahfomia.
tanced despite the speed to which he
• should bo as great an objection in the
and ingenious man, as they all seem to preached upon the edifying text:
had urged his horse. Down the bouleupper sphere as there is here below to be, and excellentlychosen for the ob- “When one limb of the Church is sick
Tho Discouragement of Slang.
vard the headstrong courser plunged
r see a number of soldiers together.” On
ject Strutzki, to save the King from the whole Church is sick.” This poor
There have been several societies again, a park policeman spurring hotly
the 3d of May he became delirious, and hustling down, as he always did, into Church could only be cured by cutting
amid bis ravings these words were dis- the corner of his chair, where, with off a limb. He ’wound up with the started for the suppression of slang. in pursuit to the rescue. First WreakThere is one in Cleveland. The list ol ing a rein held by the courageous girl
tinguished: “My son. The army. De- neck and chest bent forward, breathing formula: “Jeanne, go in peace; the
eaix." It would seem an though he was impossible, at last took the King Church can no longer defend thee." expressions not allowed in conversat on in his efforts to bring the runaway to
bad a last vision of tho battle of Ma- on his knee, kneeling on ihe ground There are conflicting stories concerning by this club is as follows : You are an- stop, the officer finally forced the
other; Gilly; Crank; Gosh; Just bo«s; child’s steed to a fence, and brought
rengo recoveredby Desaix. The agony with tho other knee for tho purnose, her recantations and confessions in
continued during the day of the 4th, the King’s right arm around Strutzki’s presence of this dreadful ordeal, but Cheese it; Monkeying; You can’t; him to earth. Then, and not till then,
and the noble countenance of the hero neck, Strutzki’*left arm around his she appears to have emerged into the Nasty thing; You are crazy; You did the brave little heart yield to the
tramp; You poor thing; Yon nuisance; terrific strain of that mad ride, and fell
-vras terribly distorted. The weather back and supporting bis other shoulder, final trial with unsullied luster.
was terrible—it was the bad season in in which posture tho faithfulcreature Deserted by the, Church, she put her You are a slouch ; Bach gall ; Don’t back limp and pale and helpless. Hard
Helena. Sudden gusts of wind tore for about two hours sat motionless till whole trust in God. She asked for the mention it; What a nerve; I should by they cared for her, while along the
up some of the planted trees. Nearly the end came. Within ddors all was cross. An Englishman handed her a smile; I should remark; I should boulevard hundreds were wondering
every American schoolboy of a quarter silent except his breathing ; around it cross, which he made out of a stick. snicker; I should titter j I should mur- what became of tho 'child and the
mur; 1 should giggle; I don’t have to; steed in their terrible flight— C’/iicogo
.of a century ago has declaimed :
tho dark earth silent, above it the si- She took it, rudely fashioned as it was,
Hardly ever; Give ns a rest; Pretty Tribune.
with
no
less
devotion,
kisied
it,
and
Wild was the night, yet wilder night
lent siar.s. At 2:20 the breathing
neariy; Yon make me tired ; Yon make
Hung round the eoViler'spillow.
paused, wavered, ceased. Friedrich’s placed it under her garments next her
MathematicalItem.
In his iiosom there raged a fiercer fight
me weary; Snide; Slouch; Allee
life battle is fought out; instead of body. While she was embracing the
Than tho fight on tho wrathful billow.
“What
are you going to do when
samee;
Bet
your
life; Give it up; Gr at
which was afterward given her,
On the 5th of May there was no sufl'ering and sore labor, here is now crucifix
yon grow up, if yon don’t know how to
heavens;
Oh,
mercy;
Cheese
tie
ihe English began to think the per-doubt that the last day of this extraor- rest Thursday morning, August 17,
cipher?" asked
Austin schoolformance exceedingly tedious It was racket ; Too too ; Chalk it d- wn ; Too
1786;
at
the
dark
hour
just
named.
On
dinary life had dawned. All his serveaclier of a rather slow boy.
thin;
Rat*;
Not
much;
Chestnuts;
La
now noon ; at la^t the soldiers grum“I am going to be a school-teacher,
ants kneeling around his bed watched the 31st of May last this King has
bled, and the Captain cslled on*: la; Ah there, stay there; Tata; Jim
reigned
forty-six
years
“He
has
lived,”
the last flickeringof tho vital flame.
id make the bo.vs do will the cipherDandy;
Just
great;
Proper
caper;
8
*y
“What’s this, priest? Dp yon mean ns
These were unfortunately attended counts Uoilenbeck,“78 years, 6 months,
ing,” was the impudent reply.
to dine here?” Then, losing patience, nothing; Sure; What a picni*'. The
The next thing that bov had to sigh
•with bitter suffering. The English of- and 24 days."
fines paid by tbe members for the vioHis death seems very st^rn and and without waiting for the order from lation of its rules go to the associated for was a soft cushion on the bench.—
ficers,assembled outside, listened with
the bailiff, who alone had authorityto
respectfnlinterest to the accounts the lonelv ; ami.nof such affectionate feelTexas Siftings.
dismiss her to death, they sent two charities of the city.
w ^servants gave ^ of his aeonv. Toward nigs, too; “a man with more sensibility
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In

“How’i Your Ijlverl”
the comlo opera of "Hie Mikado" his

Imperial Hiffhoeu says:
“To make, to some extent,
Each evil Llrer
Arannlng rirer.
Of harmless merriment.”

_

his

remedy that he hns

“How’s your liver?" is equivalent to the
inquiry: Are you a bear or an angel to-day?
Nine-tenthsof the “puro-cussedness,"the
actionsfor divorce,the curtain lectures, the
family rows, not to speak of murders, crimes
and other calamities, are prompted by the
irritating effect of the Inactivity of the liver
upon the brain. Fothergill, the great specialist, says this, and be knows. He also knows
that to prevent such catastrophes nothing

ever used for coughs or

Lyon’s Patent MetallicHeel Stiffeners
keep new boots and shoe® from runniugover. Sold by shoe and hardware dealers.

OLD HEN AND ODD JOBS.
Useful but Unattache. I Members of Society and Their Ways.

If all the world hearkened to the
teaching of proverbialphilosophy, that
most useful of assistants, the “odd” or
“handy” man, would never exist. Versatilityis a quality never commended
by the gathered wisdom of the ages.
“A rolling stone gathers no moss,”
“Jack of all trades and master of none,”
are but a few of the expressions which
denote the interest inspired by the universal genius who can “turn his hand to
anything,” but has no regular calling
of his own. In ancient Egypt, a son
was compelled to follow his father’s
trade, and even in the present day there
is a feeling that a long persistencein
one description of industry is extremely
respectableand praiseworthy.
Yet society would be ill off without
.the army of “odd” men and women
who so conveniently supplement the
services of more regular workers.
There are manifold descriptions of the
“odd man.” Sometimes he becomes a
figure in a family, an actual servant in
fact, bis “oddness” consisting rather in
the multiplicityof the duties he discharges than in the transitory nature of
his services. The “handy y oung man, ”
so frequentlyadvertisedfor, who is expected to look after a garden, milk a
cow, groom a horse, drive a pony chaise,
clean knives and boots, wait at table,
and comprehensively“make himself
generallyuseful,” is an “odd man” who
loves change above all things, and finds
refreshment in Hitting from the stable
to the parlor, from the garden bed to
the coach box. Next in order comes
the “odd man” who would never en. gage to remain in one place for a
lengthened term. He is generallyable
to “turn his hand to anything.” He
knows a little of almost every useful
art; he can do a little carpentry, a little cooking, knows a little about horses,
and can, in short, fill almgst any domestic situation with credit He is usually
honest, hard-workingand sober, very
obliging, and in all respects a most
desirable retainer. He is not actually
indolent, for when he does work he does
good service ; but he must be allowed
to interspersehis labors with intervals
of idleness. Regular, steady employment is abhorrent to him, and be prefers to make smaller profits by the exercise of all his talents in turn than to
earn good wages by keeping to one
branch of industry.Joneses like these
are found in all ranks of life. Such
men can never be described as successful men, and yet they are happy in their
fashion, and have their use in the world.
How badly we should all fare with no
reserve force of “odd men” to fall back
*

mind?” In our day

easy expediments
Charlee Reade.

apeedlest and aareat Vegetable Remedy
ever invented for all diseases of the

stomach

and liver#
J. M. Moore, of Farmington.Mich., says: My
anflTerlng from Sick Headache and Soar

Stomach was

terrible.

One

bottle of

Hope

and Malt Bitten cured me.
Do not get Hops and HAlt Bitten confounded with inferior preparationsof similar
name. For sale by all druggists.

HOPS & KILT BITTERS CO, Oman, Kick

Laly Agents

of feeble art.-r-

SUBSCRIPTION

Reaching the North Pole.

!

WANTED

AQEKTTfiL

and pays a very Mxsrtl salary, with a chance for corapettng for severalPrenHutti*worth from $23 to $200.
For full particularsaddre**
P. O. BOX 407, CHICAGO.ILL.

Sooner or later then orth pole will
be reached and the geographical and
physical phenomena of the region Send for new ntea and commlieionion THE SOLDIERS’ COLONY for FLORIDA.
LEDGER. It Is the best sailing paper Addr*#* with atamp, C. B. Palkib,Yellow Hprlmrs.O.
marked upon our maps. No one can CHICAGO
In tho United States,and agent* can make BIG
foretell what benefits may follow from MONEY handling it. Address THE CHICAGO
1
LEDGER, 271 Franklin street. Chicago, ill.
a successful polar expedition, what

$165

new

scientific laws it

may

unfold, or

what new light it may shed on onr
present imperfect knowledge of life
in high altitudes. When Galvani and

Business.

Volta were watching the twitching legs
of a frog, as two pieces of metal were
made to touch the nerve, the great
scholars and philosophers of the day
saw in the discovery only an amusing
toy. The contemplation of a single
discovery like theirs is sufficient to
combat the idea that no important benefit can arise from the discovery of the
north \io\e.— Ex- State Geologist Cox,
of

A QU {Soled Md oi^ar*."!^^ anJ^over
Imllll
extra. HERD 8 TEMPLE Ob'
UIUIU Mimic.
13ft Htate 8t.. Chlrngo.

P

Mr. R. Foster,*» Mein
tered from NrarelcU

ud

AT^LOPHOROS00., 118 Wall St. Nsw

ftEN’LftRANT
\A COLONEL
BURR.
\tJ{

By

who is very high
toned, nevertheless.
“Who was that horrid-lookingnegro
I saw prowling about the backyard?”
asked Mrs. Peterby
“Dat’s a feller I keep company wid
on week days.”
“On week

days ?”

“Yes, mum;yer don’t s’pposoPdbe
seen wid sich a bandy-legged, goggleeyed moke like him on Sundays, does
yer? * Yer order see the cullud gemmen
I keeps company wid on Sundays.
You’d be s’prised, yer would.”— Tearas

Siftings.

_

twang and offensivobreath and constant efforts to clean your nose and throat, when Dr.
Sage's “Catarrh Hemedy” will promptlyrelieve you of discomfort and suffering, and
your friends of the disgusting and needless
inflictionsof your loathsome disease.

The man in Qerm ny who has made and
sold 3,000,0JO thermometersought to believe
In weather prottts.— Tsxos Siftings.

would

not live alway.” No; not If
disease is to make my life a dally burdon.
but it need not, good friend, and will not If
you will be wise in time. How many of our
loved ones are moldorlngin the dust who
might have been spared for years. The slight
cough was unheeded, the many symptoms of
dlsouse that lurked within were alightedand
death came. Dr. Pierce's “Golden Medical
Discovery’’cannot recall the dead, though It
has snatched numbers from the verge of tho
grave, and will cure consumptionIn its earlier

_

stages.

What’s In a name? About the hottest
country on the globe Is Chill.— San Francisco

Post.

When you visit or leave New York City,
Sato Baggage Expresaageand Carriage Hire, and
stop at tho Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand
Central Depot: 600 elegant rooms fitted up st a
cost of one million dollars, reduced to $1 and
upwards per day. European plan. Elevator.
Restaurantsupplied with the best. Horse cabs,
stage, and elevated railroad to all depots. Families can live better for less money at the Grand
Union than at any first-class hotel in the city.
Could the man who predicts catastrophesin
money market, be called a financeseeri'

the

City Derrick.

THE TREASURE TRAIN OF
LOST RIVER.
Bt

WELDON

contains a full hlsttryof his noble and eventrul
life. Introductionwrittenby Grant’*Paator, Rov.Dr.
Newman. Col .Burr’* work Is indorsed by Grant'* nio*t
Intimate friend*. Send for extra tanua to airent*. Addrew NationalPublUhinc Co.. CHICAGO. HI.

J.

COBB,

AUTHOR 07

York.

“At Her Mercy,” “love of Her
“The Xinuled Hand,”

MADE

employment

,
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«
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Etc.

DAY

IN A

Delightful
Easy and profitable. No
Braiding,or Weaving.

Lift,”

Telegraph Detective,”“Wild Han,”

and territory.
f>L, Cklesa*

THEM

Aft

Publish?™ of Tho ChicagoLedger:
Gkntlemkn— Tho story of •* Donald MoRay, tho celebratedIndian Boout,”the manuscript of which le handed you herewith, embraces the most thrilling and eventfulperiod In tne life of that eminent ohleftahk
and bordorman. The facts employedIn tbs

ame

wore given from McKay’s own llpa,
and verified by auch eminent authority
as General Phil Sheridan, George Crook,
BrigadierGeneral of the Departmentof th»

MiMourl, and other reliable authority. Th»
WHO SABI*
portraiu aro authentic ones, the topography
5
Tea
Wagon
Seales,
i-spl
lira Lovtr*, Stool Brartoc*,Brao* of the romance practicallycorrect, and tbo
Two Boom Md Boom 0oi, far
capture of tho AJodoo chieftain,Captain
Jack, with the startlingincidentsleading ioand
J0NW ho port tho Irotehl-forfroo that ollmux In a stormy episode in national
priro U»i mratlra 'hi* popor omt
history, are almost literally depicted a« they
odd-...JONES Of •INOHA'tfO*> occurred.
Dlngbnmfon, N.\.
Today tho Government of tho United.
States Is debtor to Donald McKay In tho
sum of twenty thousund dollars in gold for
tho dlslodgemcnt of the Modoo warriors In
We will pay the above reward for *ny cane of Hhcu- tho lava bod*— a feat performedafter the
mntUm or Nenralsia we can not cun-. We cm relievo expenditure of thousands of dollars and tho
any case of Diphtheria or Croup inetmtlv. The J. K.
Gardner Army and Navy Liniment will rereve pain loss of many men, among them the heroic
and Horeucite.audremove any unnatural growth of Gen. Canby. Single-handed,, Donald McKay
b«n«ormu»cle on man or l*oa*t. Ltrge bottle*$l; captured tho terror of tho West, CaptainMuull bottle* 30 cent*. Will refund the money lor uuy
Jack; and this wonderfulexploit and kindred adventure* form a portion of tho
CO..
02 & 04 LaHalle Ht.. Clilcugn,III. romunco of this bravo man, who la now
Chief of tho Umatilla Indians.
DEDERICK'8 HAY,
Tho iron warp of reality and tho goldenthe cat turner
woof of romance intermingle in the story
kti-plDKtfiuone
of “Tho Treasure Train of Lost Hlver.” Tho
i
natural rapacity of savage hordes, tho
worthlessness of the renegade, tho absorbing Incident!of frontier capture, skirmish
and rescue, all tiud a place In tbis story, and
nu earnest effort has been made throughout
to show the natural bravery, Intelllgonoe,
and shrewdness of this King of tho WesternOrder on trial,sdilrera for circular and locationof
War Trail, tho oldest scout lu tho Govente
Westernand Southern Btorehoures and Agents.
raent service, Donald McKay.
P. (Co DEDERICK A OO., Albany, N. Y.
In this oonnostlon 1 hand you one of >evoral letters received concerning McKay, algqnfrw The BUYER*’ GUIDE is
Issued Sept, and March,
though bd needs no indorsement, the pressand history of the country perpetuating hit
each
250 pages,
8^x11^ inches, with over deeds of valor and heroism.
Wxldon J. Cobb,
JBf 3,000 Illustrations- a
Prion, 25 cts., 50 cts. and 01.00 per Bottle.
XifeHEF
whole
Picture Gallery.
SOLD RY AIL DRUGGISTS.
LETTER or BRIO. GIN. CROOK.
GIVES Wholesale Prices
HeadquartersDept, of the Platti, l>
direct
to
consumers
on
all
goods
for
HAY-FEVER.
Commanding General’s Omct, V
personalor fkatily ass. Tells how to
I have been a Hay-Fovor
Omaha, Neb., July 11, 188X )
order, and gives exact cost of everyW. J. Cobb, Esq., Chicago:
offerer three years ; have
thing you use, eat, drink, wear, or
My Dear Bir-I am lu receipt of your letter
often heard Ely’* Cream
have fan with. These INVALUABLE
of the sth Inst, with reference to the reoord of
Balm spoken of in the
BOOKS contain information gleaned Donald McKay.
highestterm* ; did not take
McKay was a scoot In my command daring
from the markets of the world.
much stock in it because of
IRiW-’H-Uand served with me In Washingwill mail a copy FREE to any adton
Territory, Oregon, Idaho, and Nevada, ana
the many quack medicinea.
dress upon receipt of 10 cts. to defray
must be yenr well known in that portion of the
A friend persuaded me to
expense of mailing. Let as hear from
country. He was a good man and an excellent
try the Balm, and with
Respectfully,
scout, and hlA services were valuable to me. 1
wonderfulsuccess.—T. 8.
should think a narrative of his varied experiA
CO.
Gzkb, Syracuse, N. Y.
ences In the Northwest would prove very interdc 229 Wabash Avenue. Chicago, III.
es.lng. Very respectfully youre,
o
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$25 Reward.
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PRESSES.
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year,
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MONTGOMERY WARD
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Important.

Of all our knowledge, only a

oi,

‘“MS'fi&lSiVmiwEKr

Don’t Hawk, Spit, Cough,
suffer dizziness, Indigestion, InHammntionof
the eyes, headache,lassitude,inability to
perform mental work and Indisposition for
bodily labor, and annoy and disgust your
friends and acquaintances with your nasal

“ I

-

F. A.

No Bandy-LeggedIndividual on Sunday.

the sterner sex, but

-

It

DO NOT FORGET
Perry Davis’ Pain Killer

Mrs. Judge Peterby, of Austin, employs a colored cook named Matilda
Snowball, who is a great favorite with

-

THE INDIAN SCOUT;

AcrcntR Wanted roi Life and Deeds of

Terre Bute, Indians, raffound no rollef till ho need
•ROBtime the pstn was
fn all cues of Neural(la. Ask jourdruulstfor Atblopboroa. If job cannot
ret It of him do not try something else, bat order at once
from ns. We will send It express paid on receipt of prloe,
street,

Indiana.

little

has come to us through our senses. Nearly
all that wo know we accept on the testimony
of others.If those who have never tried that
unrivaled vegetable preparation,Da. Walker’s California Vinegar Bitters, and are
from dyspepsia,bilious, or other
being changed Mr. Smith swapped suffering
fevers, or any disorderof the skin, kidneys,
horses with a man who came for that or liver, or from Impure blood, will receive
purpose, and the new horse was the testimony of tho thousandswho have
“hitched in,” and the driver was 90 in- tried the Bitters, and been ourod, they will
be acting wisely.
tent on the trade, and so desirous of
trying the metal of his new horse, that
Made of awl work— a p&fr of shoes.—01

__

Headaches and that miserable Soar Stomach. It will, when taken accordingto directions, cure any case of Sick Headache
or Soar Stomach, It cleans the lining of
•tomaeh and bowels, promotea healthy
action and tweet secretions. It makes pare
blood and gives It free How, thus sending
nutriment to every part. It is the aafeet,

It

Forty-one years ago John Smith was
the driver and chief proprietorof a line
of coaches running to the "White Mountains. Whether this was John Smith
the first or one thonsandth we cannot
teU. It was said that he had but one
eye, and that he was keen and on the
main chance. On his down trip on a
time a Boston gentleman took a seat by
John’s side, and, being of an inquisitive turn of mind, he asked numerous
questions concerningdifferentmountains and views, till at length John’s
patience was exhausted, and, in answer
to one question,he tartly answered:
“Stranger, if vou will attend to your
business,I will to mine.” As might be
readily imagined, there was a very
quiet time after that. After a drive of
a few milqs John drove up to a country
store and postoffice,where the mail bag
was thrown off. While the mail was

he started off without taking the mail
bag. After a drive of some ten miles
he drew up at another office, and, on
reaching for the bag and not finding it,
he said : “By thunder, I left the bag at
the other office.” “Yes,” said the Boston man, “1 observed that yon did."
“Why in blazes didn’t you tell me?”
“Because you said you would attend to
your own bnsiness,and I thought I
would let you." Salem (Maes.) Ga-

Red Star

'

without the occasionalaid rendered by
these useful auxiliaries? How would
all employersof labor dispense with
the “extra hands” whom their own restlessness keeps evej on the lookout for
“odd jobs?”— London Globe.

Own

BITTERS,

character paintingis much attempted
by certain writers of fictitious narrative; but their method excludes them
from a serious comparison with Homer,
Absolutely
Virgil, and the saefed historians. They
Free from Opiates,Emetics and Poisons.
do not evolve characters by genuine
narration. They clog the story with a A PROMPT, SAFE, SURE CURE
hundred little essays on the personality Fsr Comjh*. Sore Throat, Hooroeaceo, latlaeaxa.
Cold*. Broaehltlo,Croup, Whooping Cough,
of each character. They keep putting
Asthma, Qalaoy, PalaolaCheat, aod other
•ffectloDi of the Throat *n0 Laage.
their heads from behind the show and
Price 50 cent* a bottle.Sold by DmttUts and Dealopenly analyzing their pale creations er*. Partiesunable to induce theirdealer to promptly
art
for them util receive two boUUhSzpnss charges
and dissecting them and eking them paid,
by tending one collar to
out with comments and microscoping
TUI CHARLESA. T00XLIRCOR PART,
Bole Owner! end M.nuf.cturere,
their poodles into lions. These are the
Deltlaotu, erjUud.C. S. A.

upon. How would housekeepersdo

.Minding His

DONALD

you wish to bo relievedof those terribleSick

If

,

marvel of the
"

\

^

TAKE

MALT

Written in the East, these characters
live forever in the West; written in one

province,they pervade the world; penned in rude times, they are prized
more and more as civilizationadvances ;
product of antiquity,they come home
to the bnsiness and bosoms of men,
women and children in modern days.
equals Warner’s safe cure, renowned Then is it any exaggeration to say,
throughout the world as a maker of
“The charactersof the Scripture are a
“Each evil Liver
A running river
Of harmless merriment.

7

'

The fact that parents are wooed may account for there being so many block-beads
among the children.

home, am

liver, among the ancients, was considered colds. It contains neithermorphia nor opithe source of all a man's evil imoulses,and um, and therefore leaves no depressing efthe obanoes are ten to ene to-day that If fects.
one's liver Is in an ugly conditionof discontent some one’s head will be mashed before
Bible Characters.

night!

v

was 1.W up for a lou» lln.0 wttb rt.un.a-

Mr. 0. E. Bryan. No. 151 Putnam street,
Cleveland, Ohio, has naturallymuch expe- short time was entirely well. I have not been
rience in sickness— with a family of seven troubled since. Jacob Manus, 85S6 South
children,and his docto:s’ and druggists’ Hulstetl st, Chicago, 111

A nobler task than making evil livers rivers of harmless merriment no person,king,
or -layman, oould take upon himself. The

I

In the Forest City.

_

“Pat up” at the Gaolt Hoase.
The business man or tourist will find firstclass accommodations
at the low price of <2
and {2.60 per day at the Gault House, Chicago, corner Clinton and Madison streets.* This
far-famed hotel is located in the center of the
city, only one block from the Union Depot
Elevator;all appointments flrstrclnss.
Hott k Gates, Proprietors.

Mensman’s Peptonized Beep Tonic, the

only preparation of beef containing Its entire nutritiousproperties. It contains bloodtette.
making, force generating,and life-sustaining
properties;Invaluable for Indigestion,dysSome folks can swear without saying pepsia, nervous prostration, and all forms of
a word.
general debdlty; also, in all enfeebled conditions, whether the result of exhaustion,nervYoauff or middle-aged men suffering ous prostration, over-work,or aouto disease,
from nervous debility, loss of memory, pre- particularly if resulting from pulmonary
matura old age, as the result of bad habits, complaints. Caswell, Hazard k Co., proprieshould send 10 cents in stamps for large tors, New York. Sold by druggists.
illustrated treatise. Address, World’s Dispensahy Mbdical ASSOCIATION, 663 Main
Tax Frazer if kept by all deal^T One box
street, Buffalo, N. Y.
lasts as long as two of any othex.

CREAM BALM

fk

viim-d an enviablereputation whcievcr known,
ditplacingall other preparation*. A particle 1* applied into each nostril ; no
II H
pain ; agreeablelo u*e.
Price Me. by m'-il or *t drugtrist.Bend for circular
FLY BROTHERS. Drnnriat*.Owego, N. Y.
hi*

1

1

The OLDEST MEDICINE in the

*

WORLD

is

Uelebrated Eye Wata
Wateil
HAY-FFVFR celebrated
I its til on
s

carefullyprepared phyalcian’i

cen

er^rspar-

none

OPIUM

larly invite tho attention of

physicians to ito merit*.
Jt Co., TROY. N. V

John L. Thompson, Sons

Treated and cured without the knife,
k on treatm ent seht free . Address
L. POND. M J)., Aurora, Kane Co.. III.

P4WP1PD S™

UWbfttjg ______

XaUbllihed1864.

TELEGRAPH

Learn uero ami earn
Yigood pay. Situations
Bros.. J anes villi*.Wte
I fumi*hed. Write ValentineBi

V
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r
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1
1
I

1
1
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PENSION

.

I Claims

m
BOOK FREE. Dr. J. Hull
If Imoa, Jeflhrson. Wisconsin.
C’.

PROSECUTED

PATENTS
I ft I kH I W

Hand-Book FREE

UsleH aueeeuful.

THREE MONTHLY UO»EM for
ten names of Uower-lovlug ladles and
10c. to pay for po*taga and packing.

REGULATOR

& Co.
oppickb:
Waaklsgton,D. C,
Cleveland, 0.
Detroit, Mich.
Chlratro.1U.

Address THE HEED DBILL
00., LKMONT, CENTRE 00. PA.

gaga

tans

Hilo B.

J08. K. BONBALL, Halem, Ohio.

FREE pamphlet.

Write tor free

The story above referred to will appear tn>
The Chicago Lepgeu of September 26th, and
be continued from week to week nntll completed.
This highly interesting history of Wild Life in .
the Far West has been secured by the proprietors or The Chicago Ledger at great expense,
and will not be publishedin book form. Tha
oi enlng chapterwill contain accurate portrait*
of Donald McKay and bis wife, and succeeding
chapters will be bandtomely Illustrated.
Bend in yoar subscriptions early, and get tha
openingchanter* of the most Interesting narrative over offered the reading public. Terms,
one copy one year, fl.60: eight months, $1.00;
*ix months, 80 cents; three months, 40 oento.
For sale by all newsdealers.
Bend a two-oent atamp for sample copy.

THE CHICAGO LEDGER.
271 Franklin gt,

WITHOUT FEE

R. 8. & A. F. LACEY,
Potent Att'ys. Washington. D.C.

_

Brigadier General U. B. A.

hate Thompson’s

probably Dr.

This article Is

George Crook,

frs.

CHICAGO. ILL,

ASKSaSSF®8
C.N.C.

No.

88-85

An
Man
Woman iamry
AMBITCf)
C ^county
Rooai 8ol«rT«74.
MB
M II P"
Kxptmei.
m
gag si
Csnvtuing
VRKK!
W
HfromterdfltlTfy.wsrw
Co. Boston. Mao*

Afl

sctlrs

I

or

lo orll our

*'«1

rsner.

outfit

Kxptnra,
m!Particular,

fr—.

#hf|| ntCRC NEW LAWS; Officers’ pay’ from
K* If kUIClld commissions;Deserters reliev-

W

rara

A

ed; Pensions and increase ; experience 19 vre.;
success or no fee. Write for circulars and laws.
A, W. McCORMICK A SON, CmciKKaTi, Ohio.

JJO YOU U8E STOVE REPAIRS ?

Did you Sup-

Havimr a

'

pose Mustang Liniment only
for

horses?

good

It is for inflamma-

Clear Skin

only a part of beauty;
but it is a part. Every lady
may have it; at least what
looks like it
is

tion of all flesh.

oeautmes.

' Vr

IP

_

’

v-

-

....
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v

-

v'-

MmM
Tklaqpac _________
Christian Temperanoe Union.

RURDOCK
w

Good

CUTTERS
Otto
Breyman
KANTERS & SONS,

RITTERS.

aim douuiu uuuiviuauuu v*
day in a temperance sermon, is Nature's best remedies. The
worth making a note of. According to a dlseorerer does not claim It a
fable current amongst the Arabs, the vine cure for all the Ills, but boldlj

always carry a foil aopply of

and the following, which waa introduced

growth was tend-

warrants It cures erary form

moistened it with

of disease arisliv from a torpid liver, Impure blood, dis-

in the early stages of Its

who

blood of

the

on that of

a peacock, later

monkey was

a

first

used, then that of a lion,

and finally that of a hog. So, says the
fablist, it

comes about that in

stages of intoxication a

man

about with the vanity of

a

mon-

cied bravery, lies down at last in the gutter like a bog.

the proper control of the

things,

and

pwartne.

^

mm

BUFFALO.

will be allowed to board the cars or ride,

’get off

on

freight trains

and on wherever the train

happens to slop, and must assume

'

No

all in-

conveniences

and

will be carried

except what can be taken

risks.

baggage

hand.

In the

A Captain’s Fortunate Discovery.

between Atlantic City and N. Y., had
been troubled with a cough so that he

New

tion.

was

and was induced to try

to sleep,

Dr. King’s

Discoveryfor Consump-

It not only gave

him

instant relief,

but allayed the extreme soreness in his
breast. His children were similarly
fected

and a

single dose

happy effect. Dr. King’s
is
r'

now

the

New

man householdand on board

in

Discovery
the Cole-

little

permanentlyrelieved of

three doees of Dr. Bull’s

A twenty-fivecent

bottle

of

tin

kinds of buildings,

doneon short

or

fin-

instantaneously. Sold by Druggists,or
sent bv express on receipt of 91.

Office, 44 Murray Si,

New York.

JAS.
Holland, May

TONTSMAS

mm

m

Secure Health?
to the Lives
relieve all bib
lou. trouble*.
troumes.
WgttibU; loSrljtag.Mm 8a AQ Oroggbto

aminers,

1885.

— WYNHOFF.
---

„

ALBERT LAHUI8, Stc'v.
10.

Default having been made in the conditionsof
.
-------- — .. llie njntll

—

.

BILLY’S TONSORIAL PARLORS

Best

in

Silverware, Platedware,

Jewelry and Clocks.
hand a

full line

I
|

—

----

--

----

of

stock of

W.

PREPARED BY
Dr. J. C. Ayer
Sold by

19,

Druggists.

Mai*

BAUMGARTEL.

Leaf, Fins

Cut

ever of.

SWSSSRS
fee ii juk! Becnro

a

and Snuffs

beautL

SL

THY!!!2n3

NOTHING NEW!
only that the

thereon, and upon which mortgage there is
claimed to be due at tbe date of this notice the
sum of seven hundred and twenty-sevendollars
and twenty alx cents, (1797.86.) (The last payment make on Mid mortgagewae on tbe 94th day

F.

U. ‘WIXiMS
Manufacturerof

WILLIAMS

January, A. D. 1871.) Notice, therefore,la hereby given that the said mortgage will be foreclosed
by a sale of tbe mortgaged premises describedIn
Mid mortgage to satisfythe amount due therpon,
interest from this date, and coats of foreclosing,at
public auction or vandue to the highest bidder on
the
NoYMatar, A
1885,
at one o’clock in the afternoon of that day, at the
fhmt door of tbe Oonrt House in tbe city of Grand
Haven, In the Connty of Ottawa, and Htate of
Michigan, that belug the place where tbe Circuit
Court for Mid county la held. The mortgaged
of

Willis’ Celelratei Woolen Drire Wells

!

1

AND WOODEN

PUMPS,
Porcelaln-llned,Iron-lined, Maple Cylinder
and

all

the dlflerentkinds of pumpt.plpe and iron.

FAIliTfS

ID

axe being sold

CliEjlPER

THAN EVER BEFORE!

land, altuate, lying aud being In the connty of
Ottawa and State ofMichlganknown and described
as follows to- wit: The southwest fractionalQuarter I

Dated Grand Haven, Ottawa Connty, Michigan,
August 10th 1885.
Particular attention is ctlled to the fact
GEORGE W. McBRIDX, Assign* of Mortgage.
Axxurr ft McBiudk,
that all my goods are first-classand are
Attorneysfor Assign* of Mortgage..
sold at low prices.

M

swrantte that a

gaOm mU cor*rm

square feet, two coats, and that they are a

m

SUPERIOR PAINT,
to

any In the market.

to

BOLLAW.Micb.40«t.;S.l

Co., Lowell,

all

Navy Clippings

___

this city.

0.

A

1888.

Run

A.D, 1885, uld mortgage waa asalgnod by
Mulder, sole realduary,legatee aud executor
of the last will and testament of the estate of WillomJ. Mulder, deceased,of Laketown, Allegan
count?, Michigan,to George W . McBride, of the
city of Grand Haven, Ottawa connty,Michigan,
ana Mid assignmentof mortgagewaa recorded In
the office of the Register of Deeds of the Oonntr
of Ottawa, State of Michigan,on the 6th day

SILVERWARE ffiwirSSSSC
aaljhsr Stock. Watches
and Clocks repaired on
Short notico

1

Ayer’s Hair Vigor, ^

fashion.

PiadaomMU
l

]

FIEST-CLASS TOILET WATEB FOE SALE!
tr nameaa

Spectacles! i;SS&3S

tlHTH STREET, OPPOSITE

'

lg
is colorless, cleanly, delightfully pep-

k

ust,

24tfcd*j

unsurpassedIn

I

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

Angnst, A. D. 1885, at lllf o’clock,a. m., in liber
mortgages, on page 203. and which mortgage
contalnsapowerofsale which haa become operative by said defaultin payment;and no suit at law
or In equity having been inatltmed to recover the
debt secured by said mortgage, or the money due

Ladies’ and Gents' Lockets,

is

any time.

or

ol

Solid Gold and Plated Chains.

My

Shampoo.

A Seientiflo Haireut.
Invigorating

signed by said Martin Winter, to Willem J. Mulder, of Holland, Ottawa county, Michigan,and the
alignment of mortgage was recorded in the office of the Reidater of DecdB, of the county of Ot-

WYKHUYSEN

1 also keep on

Vigor. As
A Toilet Luxury
Ayer’s Hair Vigor has no eoua). It

A Good Clean Shaye.'

Holland, Mich.. March

World.

the

&

D. 1885, at 8 o’clock In the afternoon,

asee.

—

neglected, may result In Incurable baldness, Is readiiy cured by Ayer’s Hair

yon can get a

Crpfoot, Ladiea hair cleaned and dresaed In the latest

o°rr

HlerjP
SODA,

intoler-

-----

-------

Walsh,

Mortgage Sale.

.

“

pidity of the roots ot the hair, which, If

at

vember, A

"Which cause dryness, brittleness, and falling of the hafr, dandruff, itching, and
annoyingsores, are all quickly cured by
Ayer’s Hair V igor. It cured Herbert

j

84-181

the public and now ranks
among the lending Medicinesof the oildcra.
A. L. SMITH.
Bradford. Pa.

---

__

Itching of
ox Die
the Scalp; J. N. Car-!
ter, Jr., Occoguain, Va., of Scald
Head: Mrs. D. V.8sVlovelace,Lovee.Ky., ot Tetter Sores; Miss'
laceville
H. Bedloe, Burlington,Vt., ot
Bessie -----Scalp Disease
Disease and Dandruff. Tor-;

Paria.Ter
Ohaswoo the favor of

.

_

able

^MURPHY BROS„

For sale at the drug atore of H.

_

Scalp Diseases

Boyd, Minneapolis,Minn., ot

'

O has taken the lead ta
the sales of that class of
remedies, and has eiren
almost universal satisfac-

ways beat mounted couriers when
matched against them. He never

itc.;

-

of charge,

-------

institutes. .

80 of

he

+npm 1
,

-dealer in-

1843,

Turning Cray.

r.

_
I

.#

Mrs. Catherine Deamer, Point of

certificates

r-

May,

... -

is

QliailtltV

All applicants for 1st or tod grade
will please appear at the regular examination, „ __
. ..
Oct.&. An allowance will hereafter be made on I (xOOUS delivered free
the average standing of applicants for attendance
B.
at teachers’
.
By order of Ottawa County Board of School ExHolland,Juno 14, 1883.

9

Silesia in

not a dye, but, by healthfulstimulation
of the roots and color glands, speedily

Is

,

, ,

opp

(Regular.)

^'aS-SSIlN.

from

,

I

Headaches and biliousnessare prompt-

Starting

dyer’s Hair Vig«r|
restores to its original color hair that

BS tO
•DOtn
•
- -

Ol nuiuuiu, v/iuawa wvuialj ----- 0 —
---Martin
Winter, of the same place, and recorded in the of-

ran to Jerusalem, thence to Cairo, and
up the banks of the Nila into Egytft
Just outside the village of Lyan*lm
seen to stop and res
apdmfaee, his face

^
•

These lamps are a great im
pTOVeUieilt Oil all Other laiHD

}

-

had been for several generations.One)
bottle of Hair Vigor started a growth of
softy downy hair all over his scalp, which
soon became thick, long, and vigorous.

Needle Gas Lamp.

Teachers. I

cures

Hereditary Bald neat.

|

for tbe celebrated

|

delay. Price

walked, but always ran. Invariablyhe
took the dLect route to his destination,
climbing mountains, swimming rivers,
and guiding himself through forests in
a way known only to himself. His food
waa a small quantity of biscuit and
raspberry syrup. His rests he took
twice in twenty-four hours, when he
usually leaned against some support,
covered his face with a handkerchief
and slept If he was compelled to remain quiet any length of time he complained of giddiness and mb of blood
to the head. In 1842 be was employed
to discover the source of the Nila.

Aykr’s Hair Vigor

and complete line of

1

HUNTLEY.

1885:

to another. With these symptoms

oompliahed it in fifty-nine days, onethird of the time taken by tbe swiftest
caravan. A favoriteemployment for
him waa as the messenger extraordinary of sovereigns. He ran from country to country bearing letters and dispatches of tLe highest import, and al-

full

Ol 01
*
used
Sept 25, at Coopersuille;
, . and the mo^oftlighl
amount °i iignt ^ lta natural colorf ftnd made it softer.
October SO, at Grand Haven, wh,ch they glve- Call and ^ig^ more abundanttha» it

25 cents a bottle.

|

actuallygrown white, wiff return to their
pristine freshness and brilliance of color.

I
1

1883.

27,

Notice to

apply Salvation Oil, the great pain cure,

ft.

jn endless variety.
A

The following ecbednle of times and places for
holding pabllc examinationsof teachers has been
arranged by the Ottawa County Board of School
Exanunere for the fall of

tendencyto suddenly shift from one

over Europe. This was Ernest Mensem His exploits make the pedestrian
feats of the present day look insignificant He was a runner who first came
into notice bv running from Paris to

[and retain all the beauty of hair that waa
' pride In youth. Let her use Ayer’s
> Vigor, and, not only will her hair
[cease to fall out, out a new growth will

|

notice.

marked by pain, heat, redness,

Fifty years ago his renown spread all

f Fear of discovery,when she resorts to
false hair and dyes, Is a source of constant anxiety to her. The very persons
from whom she most desiresto hide the

|

Office
Riuer street,
near the corner of Tenth street,

cough.

sugar-coated Pills.

'APiettjWoman’sSecrffi

WYNHOFF

B.

and

to

Glosst Black by a single application of
this Die. It imparts a natural color, acts

cough by

use of Ayer’s Cathartic,

a trial.

FLIKMAN,

going on in the stock of

all

furnished.

Acute rheumatism is an inflammationof

ly cured by the

and examine and give me
{J.

»&»lOROOKERY

TUTTS
HAIR DYE.s
Giut Hair
Whiskers changed

Reme-

I will sell at astonishingly
low prices in
order to make room for my fall >tnck.i

Call

at the store of’

Hand Hailing, Sash

Stairs,

asmfeafcsiir

Cough Syrup.

to the affected parts without

which

1884.

are especiallyadapted

Conrad, Blandish, Mich.

joint

BREYMAN.

12,

Genuine Cyclone

Timing aid Re-sawing

Thomas’ Eclectric Oil, have not had an attack. The Oil
cures sore throat at once.’’ Mrs. Letta

a

0.

Holland, Mich., May

ished and completed.

Since I started using Dr.

and

2S-3m

Estimates given for

“Quinsy troubled me for twenty years.

the joints,

.

OTHERS

trouble to show Goods.

SONS.

1888.

10,

and

wishinganythingIn my line can do no better than
by calling on mer I have a large stock of readymade work In

Dry Goods & Groceries

Zeeland, Mich.. July

|

ft

Age!

of this valuable

will cure the worst

FARMERS

Holland, Mich. Oct. 83,|1881.

immediatelyand
a aevere

KANTERS

COST.

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

HUNTLEY,

daughterof the editor of the

Tiffin, 0. Daily Star was

remedy

JAS.

to such eases, one dose effects such a
change of feeling as to astonish the sufferer.
They Increase the Appetite, Md czuae the
body to Take on Flesh .thus the system la

economicalblood pur-

on band which 1 propose to sell at

I am prepared to do repairiog 'and eu
Indestructible Hose, Hose Reels, graving promptly aud in the best manner
Sprinkler., Fountain., Jets, Etc
Come and examine our stock. No

Hollaed, Mich., July

LwMofappwtiMt Bwwol.contlY* Pain la
the head, with a doll .enemtlon la the
baek .art, Pnln ander the ahoalderblndet Fillneea after entlnv, with a dieinclinationto exertion ef body or mind.
Irritability of temper. Low apl rite, with
a feeling ef hawing neglected eonae dnty,
Weariness,Dizziness, Flattering at the
Heart, Dote before the eyee, Headache
ower the right eye, Restlessness, with
fitfuldreams, Highly colored Urine, and

tolly

The

__mim
__

R.

TORPID LIVER.

TUTT’S PILLS

Sleighs of Every Description.

and a

always in stock. All plumbing warranted.

SYMPTOMS OF A

that can be used.

ifier

SPECTACLES

also have a lot of

USE.

25 YEAR!

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, is highly concentrated, and the most

Prop,

NBW YORK,

H. Walsh’s Drug Store.

at

I

'

the schooner.

Free I’rial Bottles of this Standard

dy

af-

had the same

standard remedy

00.,

keep on baud a large assortment of

also

I

Durability

they beat eTerythiog.The dash is a! new device
whichcannot be broken. ^ '

make water connectionsfor

AND LAWN

CONSTIPATION.

Capt. Coleman, schr. Weymouth, plying

unable

&

mv

The Greateat Medical Triumph

stances be taken by the conductors. All

must

to

is

under any circum-

persons taking passage

sai

PILLS

that road.

Only persona having freight train permits
fares will

RIXsTOS Strength and

O N r>

and other business buildings.Also for

is-

ditions on which persons will be allowed

and no cash

of Milwaukee. Theae cutters for ease and com-,
for are auperlor,while in.

BARBER SHOPS,

HI

TUTUS

sued a card recently announcing the con-

on

Watches at Sea- NorthwesternSleigh Company,

sonable Prices,

are

HOTELS,

their use.

alco-

Th* Chicago and West Mich. R’y

Silver

The largest assortment of

who are authorised
by the manufacturers to refund the price d) any purchaser who is nofbenefltea by

ofltsdeg^adation.,,

/

We

druggists,

hol consumed in a district, is the measure

t

Opjo and

Such Is BURDOCK
BLOOD BITTERS. Sold by all DWELLINGS,

are poisons.

Down, says: “The amount of

made by the

reasonable prices.

sell at

sufferer.'

FOSTER,

Ireight trains

which they

CUTTERS

ever dliplayed In this city.

The able and witty Irish Judge, Baron

on

Silnmn, fhttivm, ui Fucr Hook

and are prepared

total abstinencefrom

poisons. Alcohol and tobacco

to travel

GOODS,

Licensed Plumbers r> I -A. BA

appetites. It implies the moderate useot

good

haa in atock a number of the

DIAMONDS,

first struts

peacock, then

key, and passing through the stage of fan-

is

WARRANTED

ordered kidneys, and where
there Is a broken down condl-

the various

he makes himself as ridiculous as a

Temperance

...iFLIEMAN

.. It

illustrationsare not too plentiful,

ed by Satan,

The popular wagon manufacturer

Httfarn.

the other
i:

and SLEIGHS.

#

Sealer

g.

(g.

POD

For Information and Illustratedsample book,
call

at

X>Ktra STORE;
•

Holland, April!

